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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 This thesis examines changes in gender attitudes between the years 1962 and 

1967 as seen through the activities of a group of female volunteers at a regional 

community center, specifically the Fine Arts committee of the Arts Council at the Young 

Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association in Philadelphia. I demonstrate how the women 

were conditioned both within and outside their community to accept a subservient role to 

husbands and male hierarchy. By considering two of the committee’s major projects, one 

that took place in 1962 and the other in 1967, and examining the Jewish community’s 

primary newspaper during the same period, I compare and contrast the attitudes of the 

female “volunteer” in general and this specific group of more rebellious housewives 

whose interests were focused in the visual arts. Between the two major projects, 

examples of sociological theory are examined in order to follow the paradigm shift 

towards emerging feminism. Over a period of five years these women reassessed their 

role as housewives, and many eventually participated in professional life outside the 

home. The specific accomplishments of the Fine Arts Committee are compared, from the 

first major exhibition in 1962, ART 1963/A New Vocabulary to the last significant project 

in 1967, the Museum of Merchandise. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 This thesis will examine changes in gender attitudes between the years 1962 and 

1967 as seen through the activities of a group of female volunteers at the Philadelphia 

flagship Jewish institution founded in 1875: the Young Men’s and Young Women’s 

Hebrew Association, known as the YM & YWHA.  Leading up to this five-year period, 

social scientists published a number of popular non-fiction books that examined the 

transformation from a war economy to a post-World War II normalization of society.  

The authors concluded that gender functions were modified in order to support a rigorous 

consumer driven economy, specifically with the man as breadwinner and the woman as 

homemaker; prior to and during the war, women had more possibilities in defining their 

place in American society.  Significant examples include William H. Whyte Jr.’s 1956 

bestseller, The Organization Man, on the conformity necessary for the advancement of 

the primary wage-earning male and his wife’s supporting role in achieving his goals; 

Vance Packard’s 1957 book, Hidden Persuaders, about advertising and marketing secrets 

that encouraged the disbursement of the wage earner’s income on new products via the 

housewife’s designation as principal shopper; and Dr. Ernest Dichter’s The Strategy of 

Desire of 1960, a more specialized book that disclosed his methodology of motivational 

research targeting homemakers as mandated by his clients, many of which were 

producers of consumer products.  By 1962, a paradigm shift was underway, led, by 

women, towards a reevaluation of such roles.    

 During the sixties, Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique was a literary rallying 

cry for women to reclaim their lives from the predetermined female roles discussed by 



 

Whyte, Packard, and Dichter. Friedan’s ideas were first published in Good Housekeeping 

in 1960, followed by the teen magazine Mademoiselle in 1961. Excerpts were printed in 

the Ladies Home Journal and McCall’s Magazine in 1962, reaching many millions of 

women before the 1963 publication of the full book.1 Eventually, over 2,000,000 copies 

of The Feminine Mystique were purchased.2

In it, Friedan laid out the argument that women were manipulated back into the 

home after World War II in order to provide stateside employment to returning GIs.  New 

products related to managing the household were developed to turn women into 

voracious consumers, thereby giving men useful work and their wives a role as managers 

of the household in supporting the new economic model. Like the male authors Whyte, 

Packard and Dichter, the female Friedan quoted research studies as well as opinions by 

prominent psychiatrists, academics, and sociologists. She devoted an entire chapter to 

Dichter, titled “The Sexual Sell,” in order to show women how they were being 

shanghaied from intelligent participants in daily life into what she termed as the “walking 

dead” of housewifery.  Friedan was granted complete access to Dichter’s files; she used 

them to reveal to women how they were categorized for marketing purposes as the most 

desirable “True Housewife Type,” who had never worked outside the home; the least 

desirable “Career or Would-be-Career Type” who would resist marketing; or the 

“Balanced Housewife Type,” a woman who had worked, was educated but could be 

conditioned to accept her role as what he termed as the “modern housewife.”3 Whether 

women read the book or learned about Friedan’s ideas through other media, they were, 

more likely than not, exposed to them. For example, the Philadelphia Bulletin published 



 

a series of twelve generous excerpts of the book’s chapters, beginning on September 23, 

1963, with an additional segment in each of the successive eleven days.4  

 In my thesis, I look at a situation that can be isolated as a case study. This 

example consists of a group of educated upper middle class Jewish housewives during 

the 1960s. As active members of a specific cultural committee at a parochial Philadelphia 

community institution, they interacted with the secular community through avant-garde 

art presentations. I will examine popular culture of the period filtered primarily through 

the lens of a local Jewish weekly newspaper: the Jewish Exponent that was delivered by 

mail and evolved with its upwardly mobile demographic of affluent Jews. The periodical 

has been in continuous publication in Philadelphia since 1887 and during the 1950s and 

60s, it was a must read among middle and upper class men and women within the Jewish 

community.5 The Jewish Exponent addressed a range of issues, from pressing 

international concerns for the ethnic community to more local cultural matters including 

art, literature, film and television, and was supported in part by targeted ethno-centric 

advertisements primarily geared towards women with considerable disposable income. 

 As Sid Sachs notes in the catalog for A Happening Place, the number of upwardly 

mobile Jewish community members who moved from Philadelphia to its surrounding 

suburbs grew exponentially in the 50s and 60s.6 This can be substantiated in the real 

estate advertising of the Jewish Exponent. Week after week, display ads lured the city 

dwellers to new developments featuring split-level homes in Montgomery and Delaware 

counties. With house prices ranging from the high teens to the mid-thirties, Jewish 

enclaves in the city could move and partake of the latest in modern conveniences and 

architecture on wooded lots in suburban locations such as Cheltenham, Glenside, 



 

Broomall, or Gladwyne. The United Synagogues of America, the national umbrella 

organization of Conservative Judaism, as well as the less stridently religious Reform 

movement, rapidly expanded in the suburbs, encouraging the building of temples in the 

communities to which Jewish families migrated.  

 These new religious outposts all had their suburban-centric social groups such as 

sisterhoods or men’s clubs but they coalesced within larger organizations such as the 

Philadelphia Allied Jewish Appeal to raise funds and consciousness for common interests 

such as charitable social services, fighting against discriminatory social barriers, and 

supporting the new country of Israel. However, it was the centrally located YM & 

YMHA (also referred to in this thesis as the “Y”) at the corner of Broad and Pine Streets 

that brought all these constituencies together and lured the suburbanites to the city for 

socializing, athletics, culture, and fundraising events for the greater Jewish Community.  

One of the vehicles for bringing educated underachieving women together at the Y 

originated in 1955; the Arts Council began as a housewife-driven committee to produce 

creative children’s programs. It rapidly expanded, adding subcommittees with a mission 

to present a range of sophisticated cultural activities. It is through the Arts Council that 

Jewish wives of successful professional men from throughout the region met and 

embraced avant-garde culture. The Fine Arts Committee was the visual arts component.  

 The Jewish Exponent, a paper with over 60,000 subscribers in 1966 and which 

often contained over 100 pages with extensive advertising, regularly featured these 

activities.7 One might assume that the Jewish Exponent reflected the social milieu of the 

members of the Fine Arts Committee of the Arts Council. Occasionally one of their 

husbands was documented as a community leader and a couple’s name, at times 



 

accompanied by a photograph, appeared in the weekly paper as a gala sponsor. As a 

committeewoman, she could be singled out or included as part of a group for Arts 

Council activities, all of which reflected a couple’s social position within the community. 

I will demonstrate that men’s volunteer activities received prestigious placement in the 

paper and women’s activities were buried further inside the weekly, with smaller 

pictures. If it can be assumed that they were subscribers, then the women were passive 

recipients of the gender conditioning and biases in articles and advertising in the 

Federation of Jewish Agencies’ newspaper.8  Consideration of the role of the housewife, 

as suggested by the Exponent during this period, may provide insight into the choices the 

women made for their Fine Arts Committee projects.  

 The weekly publication mirrored the social conscience of its followers on its front 

page, which at the beginning of the decade featured the hunt for Nazis and by mid-decade 

reflected the staunch support for the development of Israel and community concerns.  The 

paper’s gendered advertising targeting women appeared through sophisticated marketing 

of kosher groceries, fur coats, beauty salons, and figure enhancing products. All appealed 

to a woman’s vanity and suggested to them that specific products contributed towards or 

demonstrated their success as wives. As the vehicle for the recognition of Jewish 

philanthropy, volunteerism, and cultural events, the paper somewhat ameliorated the 

sting of Semitic exclusion from the highest social registries in Philadelphia. Such 

“restricted” enclaves as the Union League, the Junior League, long established country 

clubs and society boards were known to bar Jews; their exclusive social activities 

regularly appeared in the society pages of the local papers like the Philadelphia Inquirer 

or the Bulletin. However, though the activities such as the Arts Council, Jewish outsiders 



 

gained involvement in the city’s cultural life and Jewish women entered domains outside   

their ethnic community.   

 Within these contexts, I will discuss two major exhibitions at the Y placing them 

against the social backdrop of the years from 1962 to 1967. The first exhibition 

considered is Art 1963/A New Vocabulary that opened on the evening of October 24, 

1962, and was the first noteworthy presentation by the Fine Arts Committee. It holds the 

distinction as one of the earliest Pop Art shows in the United States. While there were 

additional presentations mounted by the Fine Arts Committee after the 1962 show 

including an innovative one in 1966 featuring West Coast artists, the other exhibition I 

will examine occurred in 1967. The Museum of Merchandise or MOM with a premiere 

night of May 10, 1967, was a nationally recognized show with a theme of artist-made 

cash-and-carry objects and shopping.9 The MOM was preceded by other shopping themed 

exhibitions but the volunteers took the concept to new heights and became entrepreneurs 

themselves in commissioning works for their “dry-goods store.” As I will demonstrate, 

both exhibitions were groundbreaking and can be evaluated against other avant-garde 

presentations of the period. I will propose reasons as to why the 1962 exhibition was 

virtually forgotten in the chronologies of Pop Art and why, in contrast, the 1967 show is 

relatively well known in scholarly literature. 

Since the same committee members retained significant roles in both shows, the 

changes in their attitudes over this five-year period can be analyzed through the study of 

surviving files of the organizers. This information will be compared with the changes 

found in the Jewish Exponent during the same period, providing insight into gender roles 

both within and outside the insular Jewish community. The response to these shows in 



 

the general press, that at times indicate an embrace of social change, will be contrasted to 

the conservative reception within the pages of the Jewish Exponent. The Fine Arts 

Committee exhibitions and related activities were of interest to a small culturally 

adventurous sector of the Jewish community, but their exploits also provided rare 

interaction between the “Y” and the community at large. This can be attributed to the 

non-Judaic content of the Arts Council projects that pushed the boundaries of the visual 

arts scene throughout the region. Smaller synagogue-affiliated Jewish museums in 

Philadelphia generally showed contemporary ritual objects (Judaica) and Jewish artists. 

In contrast, the Jewish Museum in New York organized intriguing exhibitions of non-

Jewish artists such as a Jasper Johns solo exhibition in 1964 as a form of outreach. The Y 

was not a collecting institution and often presented shows featuring the work of local 

Jewish artists with the exception of the Fine Arts Committee ventures. 

 I have particular knowledge of this history through my own professional 

curatorial activities. In 2003, I organized the aforementioned exhibition, A Happening 

Place at The Gershman Y, as the YM & YWHA was renamed in 1985, in the same space 

used by the Fine Art Committee for its shows. The project concerned the history of avant-

garde visual art activities at the institution in the 1960s.  Research was conducted at the 

Archives of American Arts in Washington, D.C., which holds the papers of three of the 

organizers of the Y’s Arts Council.  In addition, I interviewed primary sources including 

volunteers, advisors, and artists.  Loans of works that appeared in the 60s exhibitions, as 

well as representative artworks, were arranged in order for the public to gain an 

appreciation of the early shows.  



 

 With the benefit of hindsight and my continued studies at Temple, I realize that 

further research would contribute more deeply to the understanding of the material. From 

a new point of departure, I will put the information within a more specific social context. 

The Urban Archives at Temple University is a valuable resource, as it holds the 

Philadelphia Jewish archives including bound volumes of the Jewish Exponent, which I 

propose as an important source in order to understand the volunteers within the context of 

their ethnic and religious community. The newspaper not only covered the concerns and 

activities of Jews regionally but also specifically highlighted those related to the paper’s 

publisher, the Jewish Federation of Philadelphia, of which the Y was a key component.10  

 Over a period of approximately five years, the volunteers appear to have been at 

the crux of an evolution from housewives to emerging professionals.  My thesis will 

examine the activities of the Fine Arts Committee from different perspectives, including 

but not limited to regional and general changes in national and local sociological contexts 

such as gender, religion, and the arts profession.  

 The differences in approaches taken by the volunteers towards the early and late 

exhibitions will demonstrate the consequences of their actions within and beyond their 

community, their evolution into quasi-professional curators, and how their activities 

mirrored the emerging neo-feminist movement in the United States. With a long-range 

perspective, I will probe The Feminine Mystique and other sources for clues as to how the 

women changed in response to a feminist awakening and how Friedan’s ideas may have 

affected the selection of work and other decisions the volunteers made in organizing the 

later shows. This investigation will contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the 

Arts Council’s Fine Arts Committee presentations.  



 

 

NOTES 


1 Stephanie Coontz, A Strange Stirring (Philadelphia: Perseus Books Group, 

2011), 25. Good Housekeeping printed an excerpt. Ladies’ Home Journal and McCall’s 
had different chapters. Letters from readers in response to the excerpts were 
overwhelming negative but Coontz points out that they had yet not read the entire book. 

 
2 Alice Payne Hacket and James Henry Burke, 80 years of Best Sellers 1895-1975 

(New York: R.R. Bowker Company, 1977), 20. 
 

 3 Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
Inc., 1963), 209-210. 
 

4 The Feminine Mystique was reviewed on February 21, 1963 in the Philadelphia 
Bulletin. The excerpts ran months later in the same paper. 

 
 5 Etta Winigrad (artist and principal of Parkway Corporation) in discussion with 
author, October 2011. When asked whether the Jewish Exponent was read by Jewish 
housewives of the period, Winigrad, who lived her entire life in the Philadelphia region 
and was 26 years old in 1962, responded, “Absolutely, it was the only way to know what 
was going on.”  
 
 6 Sid Sachs, “Destination: Broad and Pine,” in A Happening Place, ed. Cheryl 
Harper (Philadelphia: The Gershman Y, 2003), 13. 
 
 7 Subscriptions page, the Jewish Exponent, April 22, 1966.  “Over 60,000 families 
read the Jewish Exponent. It blankets the Jewish Community of Greater Philadelphia.”  
 
 8 Rose Houlne (circulation manager, Jewish Exponent) in discussion with author, 
December, 2011. According to Houlne, subscription came automatically with an annual 
donation to the Federation of Jewish Agencies, or through individual subscription. There 
was considerable peer pressure in the 1960s to make a donation in annual Philadelphia 
Allied Jewish Appeal fundraising drives; therefore, it can be assumed that anyone active 
in a constituent agency through membership and volunteer activities was a subscriber. 
Houlne acknowledges that the paper had a much wider circulation in the 60s. Today the 
average paper consists of 50 pages, and smaller scaled sheets. In the 60s the paper often 
contained over 100 pages a week and expanded during holiday periods. 
 
 9 The acronym for the show, MOM, in hindsight, appears relevant and ironic 
relative to their roles as housewives and mothers but there is no substantiation in the 
exhibition files for that meaning. However, the files specifically mention that the 



 


acronym is “WOW” upside down and this explanation appears in their communications 
and press releases about the show.  
 
 10 The Jewish Times, one of several Jewish newspapers in Philadelphia, had a 
masthead declaring it was the only independent Jewish source for news. It was a smaller 
publication with far less advertising but covered many of the same activities without the 
mission of supporting the Federation of Jewish Agencies or its affiliates. Both papers 
published information on activities of regional synagogues and Jewish organizations such 
as Hadassah. The Jewish Times merged with the Exponent in 1993. The YM&YWHA 
also published its own small paper, The Review



 

CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND1

In this chapter, I provide further information about the significance of the 

institution (the YM & YWHA or the Y) to the 1960s Jewish community of Philadelphia 

and the circumstances of its volunteer committeewomen of the period. I examine the 

activities of one of the subcommittees in the Arts Council, and delve into the 

backgrounds of two of its amateur curators, Audrey Sabol and Joan Kron. I also consider 

the role of the Jewish Exponent (the Exponent) as a source in order to place the 

volunteers within a regional period context.  

 The institution that the women served began as the Young Men’s Hebrew 

Association, founded in Philadelphia in 1875 with a mission to bring culture, education, 

and social activities into the lives of newly arrived Jewish immigrants.  The organization 

always reflected the needs of the community. Women were first admitted as members in 

1880.2 However, men were responsible for most of the programs, musical entertainments, 

and regular lectures at their “smokers.” By 1921, a separate Young Women’s Hebrew 

Association was formed. The women’s group sponsored a program consisting of “classes 

in millinery, dressmaking, gymnastics, home decoration; a literary club; concerts; and 

oratorical contests.” Shortly before the current building opened at Broad and Pine in 

1924, the men and women’s social associations had merged.3   

 In Y history, the first mention of visual art is in 1934, when Samuel S. Fleisher, 

chairman of the Fine Arts Committee, organized a major exhibition of English and 

American portrait paintings. He placed pictures and art objects in Y rooms and worked 

diligently toward developing an interest in art among Y members offering, among other 



 

events, a series of lectures on art.4 Fleisher was a second-generation immigrant and scion 

of the owner of a Philadelphia yarn and fabric company. In a mission to introduce 

children of factory workers to the arts, he opened a free neighborhood art club in 1898, 

since renamed the Fleisher Art Memorial. It is an institution that continues to provide free 

art classes to the public.5 The Fleisher family exemplified the Jewish civic leaders of the 

period and such generosity impacted not only their own ethnic community but also the 

general populace of Philadelphia.6  

 By 1960, the YM & YWHA building housed a religious school, an exercise 

facility, many clubs, sports teams and educational classrooms. In more recent history, the 

Young Men and Young Women’s Hebrew Association was rededicated in 1985 as the 

Charles and Elizabeth Gershman Y and became part of the Jewish Community Centers of 

Greater Philadelphia. Evolving yet again, in 2000 the Gershman Y redefined its mission, 

taking advantage of its location on the Avenue of the Arts to become an arts and cultural 

center. Irwin J. Borowsky and Laurie Wagman began sponsorship of the main gallery 

space in 1992, making it possible for the shows to be professionally curated. The Open 

Lens Gallery, dedicated to photography and works on paper, was added in 2000. Today 

both galleries are supported by private donations and private and public foundations, as 

well as the Jewish Community Centers of Greater Philadelphia, a constituent agency of 

the Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia.  

  Phyllis Yusem, a president of the Arts Council, presented a lecture in 1967 to a 

national conference on volunteerism in the Jewish community in which she spoke to her 

fellow marginalized compatriots:  



 

Until ten years ago, the cultural institutions in our city [Philadelphia] were 
controlled and monopolized by the “old–guard,” “Main Line” 
“establishment.” Even though the Jewish community supported and 
attended performances and exhibits and were involved as artists, their 
participation on these boards were almost non-existent [sic].  And so, it 
happened that our Philadelphia intellectuals who were cut off by the 
“establishment”…set up their own groups, of which the arts council was 
the first [sic].7   
 

 Yusem’s statement made it clear that even though the Philadelphia Jewish 

community contributed to the welfare of the general populace, such as in the case of the 

Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial, they remained outsiders.8 They had no choice but to 

offer their own programming to serve their constituents even though they were 

thoroughly Americanized. This upper middle class component of Jewish Philadelphia 

dressed and spoke like their Christian peers and shared common interests, but they were 

not welcomed to the highest levels of Philadelphia society, including the cultural arts. An 

example of their exclusion was obvious in a 1963 Jewish Exponent story on the Union 

League’s centennial anniversary. It focused on identifying the Jewish men among the 

original members, a point of pride.9 Following the Civil War, the League admitted only a 

few token Jews. The Union League had evolved into an exclusive men’s club, where 

members enriched themselves through access to Philadelphia’s most powerful business 

and political network. With few alternatives available to them, Jewish businessmen 

formed their own men’s exclusive enclave, the Locust Club, in 1926. The Union League 

and the Locust clubs merged in 1999 for mutual benefits, about fifteen years after both 

opened membership to women.10 While there were female societies in Philadelphia such  



 

as the Acorn Club, Jewish women of the 1960s could strive socially within their own 

community through committees such as the Arts Council. Still outsiders, they reached out 

to their conservative city with avant-garde presentations that could not be ignored. 

 The Arts Council began as a way to serve the Jewish community’s desire to bring 

interesting programs to children in 1955. That year, Mrs. Jacob Gottlieb (married women 

of the period were always listed as Mrs. in front of their husband’s full name obscuring 

their individual identities) brought a theatrical presentation to the children at the Y. By 

1958, a group had formed to introduce experimental cultural programming to the Y, 

including art exhibitions. For the 1960-61 season, the programming included theater, 

concerts, art, dance, poetry, and lectures. Highlights of the season were the appearances 

of Robert Frost and e.e. cummings, the song stylings of Comden and Green, an exhibition 

of the photography of Irving Penn, and a lecture series “Art of Collecting Art.”11 The ten 

lectures spoke to the craving for fine-arts knowledge by the affluent post-war generation. 

The art evenings were held in private homes, galleries, and museums; they featured such 

speakers as Thomas B. Hess, executive editor of Art News on “Collecting Today’s Art,” 

and other topics such as: “The Care of a Collection,” “Collecting Prints,” and 

“Economics of Collecting Art.”12 This was a ticketed series sponsored by the Y and 

accessed by subscription through non-sectarian membership in the autonomous Arts 

Council and promoted in the Exponent and general newspapers. Most committee 

volunteers were Jewish but non-Jews regularly subscribed to series. The Fine Arts 

Chairman of 1962 took pride in the level of society that hosted the lectures including 

“Sturgis Ingersoll, Garson, Speiser and McIlhenny collections,” all prestigious, A-list 

non-Jews, and generally unexpected names in an Exponent article.13 



 

 Primed for presenting new work, the women of the Arts Council looked to bring 

New York City artists and performers to Philadelphia, and through their efforts an 

audience for the avant-garde slowly developed. After initial successes, the women 

thought of themselves as producers, albeit amateurs, but they were gaining experience, 

and each successive event made them bolder in their goals. In 1962, new blood on the 

Fine Arts Committee of the Arts Council included Mrs. Edwin (Audrey) Sabol and Mrs. 

Samuel (Joan) Kron. Despite their place as non-professionals, these women were serious 

in their mission of introducing Philadelphia to the New York art world they had 

discovered.  

 Who were these women? During the period, a wife was an appendage, socially 

and professionally unequal to their husbands; the man was expected to provide a lifestyle 

for his family. Her activities reflected on him. The female spouses were housewives; the 

household was their responsibility but many of these affluent women could afford all 

sorts of assistance in that role. Outside of familial duties, their time was their own and 

during this period that meant committee work and volunteerism. Audrey Siegel Sabol 

was the wife of Edwin (Ed) Sabol, who had a privileged background. He attended a 

private school in New Jersey and his father owned a successful business. He married into 

the Siegel family in 1941 and became the lieutenant to his father in-law’s overcoat 

manufacturing factory, the Jacob Siegel Coat Company. When the enterprise was sold for 

millions in 1960, Ed Sabol turned his hobby of filming football games into a new media 

franchise.14 He gained the rights to film pro football games, founding NFL Films in 1962, 

the same year Audrey was made responsible for an exhibition at the YM & YWHA. They 

had moved to Villanova with their two children, having built a fashionable custom 



 

contemporary residence there.15 The Sabols were very wealthy and somewhat 

conspicuous in their affluence in that Audrey Sabol drove a Rolls Royce.16 She was the 

perfect composite described by Betty Friedan, in The Feminine Mystique, a bright 

graduate of a junior college, married with two children, her intelligence underused, facing 

a life of homemaking and volunteer work. 

 Joan Kron married a general surgeon named Samuel (Sam) Kron, affiliated with 

Pennsylvania Hospital. They also had two children. Mrs. Samuel Kron possessed a 4-year 

certificate from the Yale School of Drama in 1948; it was not a degree because Yale did 

not yet admit women to the undergraduate program. According to Kron, there were many 

coeds in Yale’s graduate schools, a way to bring women to the college, but they could not 

earn a graduate degree without a BA or BFA.17 She worked before marriage making 

costumes for the “Howdy Doody” and “Milton Berle” television programs and for a short 

time published a small Philadelphia newspaper.18 Joan Kron was another example 

Friedan described, the highly intelligent educated woman who had a career in her chosen 

field, gave it up when she married and then couldn’t return to it because she had lost her 

interest and contacts.19 Kron received her certificate just after World War II, the 

beginning period of the feminine mystique. She got caught up in the lifestyle described 

by Freidan: raising children and volunteering. Kron and Sabol, as well as nearly all the 

women doing committee work, were ensnared in the housewife trap and looking for 

diversions. Kron was a founding member of the Arts Council and was chairman of the 

Arts Council’s Printing Committee, but quickly took on major responsibilities, and within 

five years garnered the prestigious chairmanship of the Arts Council. 



 

 Women of the period read Friedan’s Feminine Mystique and Arts Council women 

were riveted or appalled by it. Her chapter titled “The Sex-Directed Educators” would 

have been particularly germane; Friedan outlined collusion between the best women’s 

colleges to direct women to a suitable curriculum for the future housewife. Friedan noted 

that in 1949, one out of three heroines in women’s magazine stories had a job but by 

1959, magazines narratives featured only one woman out of one hundred that were 

employed outside the home.20  Her observations were borne out in the Exponent’s many 

pages devoted to engagements and marriages. In the engagement listings of 1963 that 

mothers sent to the weekly as a way to demonstrate their daughter’s successful matches, 

the young women were noted as going to night school, junior college or training schools 

in helping professions. Fine Arts Committee member Libby Newman, for example, went 

to the University of Pennsylvania, graduating in 1948 with a dental hygienist certificate, a 

typical female support role to the professional dentist. At age 23, she married a dentist 

five years her senior. Friedan noted that women married far earlier than before 1945, and 

by the end of the 1950s the average age was 20.21 In most of the Exponent engagements 

listings of the late 50s and early 60s, the woman’s education was already mentioned in 

the past tense, as having attended, but not having graduated. The men were still in 

college. This contrasts with more mentions of graduations for women and men as well as 

graduate or medical school in the mid to late 60s. Because the women have graduated, it 

can be assumed they married later. Author Stephanie Coontz, in A Strange Stirring, a 

book about the response of women to The Feminine Mystique, noted that her own mother 

was determined that her daughters graduate college and obtain a real education after 

reading Friedan’s book in 1963.22 



 

 The Exponent mirrors the era and reveals the concerns of the Jewish community 

through its front page, as is seen in the January 1959 story about Romania’s entire Jewish 

population of 240,000 immigrating to Israel. Mass resettlements required heroic 

fundraising efforts by regional Jewish umbrella organizations such as the Philadelphia 

Allied Jewish Appeal. For the 85th anniversary celebration of the YM & YWHA in 1960, 

a two-page spread featured its accomplishments as well as a list of hundreds of names of 

contributors to the anniversary event. Among them are many participants of the Arts 

Council.  

Serial columns in the paper were geared towards women, including those 

featuring fashion and cooking. Columns appeared for a while, receded, and at times 

returned in a modified version such as in the cases of the Hebrew literacy and art 

columns. The Hebrew column evolved from one geared to emigrants from Europe to one 

that challenged American parents to pick up the Modern Hebrew their children were 

learning in synagogue educational programs.23 The art column transitioned from local 

museum and gallery reviews to one with an educational mandate written by an “art 

expert.” These changes in the early 1960s reflected an emphasis upon the interests of 

affluent Americanized adult readers in the Jewish community. 

 Subtle undercurrents encouraging women’s conformity appear in the paper. A 

front-page story describes a Jewish woman who was the first female Attorney General of 

Pennsylvania as a “keen woman’s righter,” not necessarily a compliment. Judge Alpern 

would not be an anomaly today, but in 1959, she was a headliner, a woman who juggled 

job and family.24 Balancing Judge Alpern’s accomplishment is a story extolling the virtue 

of a female attorney who gave up her career for marriage and child bearing.25 In 



 

traditional interpretation the Jewish woman is the queen of the home whose duties are to 

care for husband and children. In 1963, Friedan’s book provided a translation of the 

Hebrew prayer said by a man, in which he thanked God for not making him a woman and 

the woman’s prayer acknowledged her support role. These examples demonstrate how 

women were conditioned for their gender roles from several fronts, including their 

religion. 

 Upholding these values was a new advice column debuting January 1959 in the 

Exponent, called “Now That You Ask” by Miss Ingrid Hart. In the column’s introduction, 

readers were requested to send in their problems for consideration. Male letter writers 

generally criticized their wives as imperfect homemakers and inattentive to them. In these 

cases, Miss Hart recommended Jewish Family Services, a code for psychotherapy 

referrals. She never recommended that a man needed such a referral when wives wrote 

complaining about husbands. The advice was for her to be more attentive to his needs.  

In another of Miss Hart’s columns, a writer noted, “In almost every issue of the 

Jewish Exponent there are letters from women who say they are lonely and haven’t 

anything to do.” Volunteer opportunities for the lonely were listed and the Y was one of a 

handful of suggested locations to find them. Miss Hart’s column dates three to four years 

before Betty Friedan’s book was published and one can conclude that the “problem that 

has no name” was an issue in the Jewish community. “Now That You Ask” disappeared 

by January 1962. The column had served its purpose of promoting volunteerism in 

Jewish organizations to women so it was no longer needed. The rest of the paper 

reinforced the message through its publicity of volunteer events. 



 

 Activities at the Y were regularly advertised or featured in articles in the 

Exponent. Typical were stories about new athletic programs in the full gym with a 

regulation Olympic pool.  Advertisements appeared regularly for weekly dances with live 

orchestras that one could attend for a $2 admission or were free with Y membership. 

There were all kinds of classes: book clubs, speakers, and religious services including the 

all-important High Holy Days worship (free to members) for those who hadn’t affiliated 

with a synagogue. Additionally, other Jewish organizations regularly met there, which 

made the Y the hub of Jewish activities in the Philadelphia region. In 1959, an early 

article on the Fine Arts Committee was a story on its contribution to the City Arts 

Festival Night, featuring the musical talents of local college students, a foray into the Y’s 

inclusion in a universal Philadelphia cultural event. It was rather a low-key contribution 

compared to what would be produced in the next few years by the committee under Sabol 

and Kron.26   

 Among the Exponent’s cultural columns was a new offering in February 1959 on 

the visual arts called “Palette,” seemingly with a mandate to raise the aesthetic 

sophistication of its readers, but with very staid leanings and the only column without a 

byline. A book review of a bibliography on a Jewish artist, Amedeo Modigliani, was the 

first subject. The new Guggenheim building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright received a 

review in January of 1960. The columnist wrote, “A museum should not compete with its 

art but should rather form a bland background to show art to its best advantage which this 

museum does not.”27 The “Palette” column included stories of significance to 

Philadelphia such as in January 1960 when the writer heralded Mayor Dilworth’s signing 

of the law stipulating Aesthetic Ornamentation of City Structures; which required that 



 

one percent of the budget for municipal buildings be allocated to the arts.28 Selections for 

the commissions would be made by a committee of  “forward-looking group of men,” an 

example of Friedan’s observation that while women were urged to volunteer, key 

volunteer positions in the community were intended for men.29 The mystery “Palette” 

author may have been the artist Ben Wolf, who claimed the byline in the subsequent art 

column, “Studio Notes by Ben Wolf” that replaced it in 1962. A smoking gun for the 

writer’s identity may be an illustration of a Ben Wolf painting with a caption that his 

work was featured at a show at the Art Alliance in the same issue of the debut of 

“Palette,” perhaps a quid pro quo.30 The illustration of Wolf’s work is closely aligned 

with Cézanne’s groupings of bathers and is certainly not in the more vanguard Abstract 

Expressionist style then popular in nearby New York. This conservative attitude did not 

go unnoticed by women at the Arts Council. Sabol commented on the state of the arts 

when she held a leadership role:  

The Y was the only game in town.  The Art Museum [the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art] wasn’t doing anything. The University [of Pennsylvania] 
had nothing.  So there was no place in town that would bring the kind of 
movie program that they did or the poets that they did or certainly the art 
events.31   

 
Determined to bring the most innovative programming to the city, the Arts Council 

presented the Paul Taylor Dance Company (1961-62 season); the Living Theater’s play 

“The Brig” (1962-63 season); Merce Cunningham Dance Company (1964-1965 season); 

Andy Warhol films with the Velvet Underground (1966-67 season); P.D.Q. Bach 

(November, 1967 and held at University of Pennsylvania’s Irvine Auditorium), and dance 

innovator Yvonne Rainer (1969-70 season), just to name a few examples of the programs 

that premiered in Philadelphia at the Y or under the auspices of the Arts Council. 



 

 Sabol found a perfect partner for her ideas in Joan Kron, who was the committee 

member with a formal arts education in theater set and costume design from Yale.  Sabol 

described her as “a jack of all trades.”32 Sabol and Kron were forward thinking and 

together they made up the game as they went along.  Some think of three women as the 

most significant of the Fine Arts committee. Billy Klüver, whose importance as a mentor 

during the emerging curatorial pursuits of Audrey Sabol will be further described, 

referred to the “three women” (Audrey Sabol, Joan Kron, and Mrs. “Acey” William 

Wolgin) when he thought of the shows at the Y.33 Unfortunately, Wolgin’s files lack 

enough material to document her specific contributions, most notably the details of the 

shows she organized. There were many exhibits of local artists that cannot be explored in 

depth but were organized by Arts Council members or came from nearby institutions 

such as the Art Alliance. These were occasionally mentioned in the Exponent but 

generally eclipsed by the amount of attention accorded to Sabol and Kron’s efforts.  

 Other women active in the Fine Arts Committee included Helen Drutt (English), 

Janet Kardon, Judy Lieb, Libby Newman, and Elaine Stanton, some of whom became 

major contributors to the arts through careers and patronage.  Each brought different 

strengths and interests to planning exhibitions. However, all of them were part of a 

moment in time when women were not encouraged to be professionals who could earn 

salaries in return for their expertise.  In an undated letter (circa 1964-65) to Phyllis 

Yusem, president of the Arts Council, Audrey Sabol expressed frustration at the position 

in which she and other woman found themselves:  

We are hamstrung in so many ways… by the patronizing and 
uncooperative attitude…towards the program committees—are we really 
stupid women doing the “cultural thing” to be tolerated and humored?34 



 

 

Through this statement it appears that women were beginning to wake up from their post 

war “adjustment” to the life of the housewife as described by Friedan and these culturally 

astute women would have likely been discussing Friedan’s ideas. Fine Arts Committee 

member Libby Newman recalls not only reading the book when it came out, but credits it 

with giving her direction to return to college for a B.F.A. She developed as both a 

successful artist with work in thirty-three museums and as a curator at the University City 

Sciences Center.35 Kron referred to Friedan on her website as a significant influence.36 

Kron believed she and her friends thought they were appropriately preoccupied at the 

time and her realization of her own situation was not an epiphany but gradual.37  Others, 

such as Helen Drutt (English), denied Friedan any credit. Drutt instead gave due to her 

strong mother and her own inner drive to become one of the foremost art dealers of fine 

craft art in the United States.38 Friedan confirmed that strong mothers as role models 

offered the only exception to escaping the feminine mystique. 

 The committees had virtually no oversight by the board or staff.  However, an 

announcement for a newly hired Director of Cultural Activities, Mrs. Joseph Ostrow 

(Sylvia), appears in the Exponent in the first week of 1961 (Figure 33). She took the 

notes as a secretary at committee meetings but did not type the minutes; someone else’s 

initials appear as the transcriber. Libby Newman recalls that women who worked were 

seen as needing income, and Ostrow served the committees in a support role. She did not 

make decisions; that was the work of volunteers, who raised the budget for their 

programs through donations, parties, and ticket revenue. Phyllis Yusem noted that the 

volunteers of the Arts Council forced the YM & YWHA staff into a passive role.39 The Y 



 

Board of Directors delegated to the Arts Council the responsibility for planning, 

financing, and carrying out its programs, but all large expenditures had to be submitted 

for approval by the Executive Board.40   

 The Fine Arts Committee members bought art, collaborated with artists in 

business ventures, held elaborate parties in their homes, and cultivated contacts in all 

aspects of visual arts, all the while organizing exhibitions for the Y. Many of their 

activities would be seen as conflicts of interest today, but their successes were due in 

large part to the fact they could overlap their personal and communal pursuits. While they 

may have started naively, they quickly acquired the skills of curators, gallery owners, and 

business partners. Sabol and Kron came up with the concepts to organize some of the 

most creative installations of the 1960s in Philadelphia. The innovative exhibitions of the 

Arts Council took place in what is today known as the Y’s Borowsky Gallery, which is 

virtually unchanged in appearance. The Fine Arts Committee could only use the space as 

a gallery for one major presentation each season. However, it appears the committee was 

given ample time to prepare the room for the exhibitions as necessary, and additional 

spaces such as the ballroom site of Allan Kaprow’s 1962 Happening, Chicken, were 

made available to them.  

 I am limiting the scope of my thesis to this five-year period because by 1968 the 

Y was no longer essentially the only outlet in Philadelphia for vanguard activity. Other 

venues welcomed cutting edge artists as these same volunteers began to support the 

emerging avant-garde engagement by other city arts institutions such as the University of 

Pennsylvania’s Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), founded in 1963. While 

Philadelphia remained somewhat conservative, the ICA proved its mettle with many 



 

groundbreaking shows, the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts gave Robert 

Rauschenberg a retrospective in 1968, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art hired a 

curator of 20th century art in 1972.   
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CHAPTER 3 
 

ART 1963/A NEW VOCABULARY1 
 

The first major exhibition undertaken by the Arts Council was ART 1963/A New 

Vocabulary. Before any examination of this groundbreaking exhibition can begin, the 

misleading title must be addressed. The fact that “1963” appeared within it, when the 

actual exhibition dates were October 25 through November 7, 1962, would later create a 

misguided perception of the timing of the show, causing scholars to overlook its 

important role in chronologies of vanguard art of the period.  It is important to document 

when the Y brought the newest ideas in contemporary art to Philadelphia in order to 

correct scholarly interpretations of the sequence of events during the decade. This 

exploration will also contribute to an understanding of the Arts Council’s Fine Arts 

Committee’s activities in the context of period culture, and in particular the contribution 

made to art history by Jewish upper middle class housewife-volunteers. As we shall see, 

the initial idea was to organize a show far less groundbreaking but through a series of 

fortuitous events, the committee presented something else entirely, an exhibition filled 

with risk and at the precipice of a new cultural wave. 

The prominent style known as Abstract Expressionism (Ab-Ex) had passed its 

apogee by 1960, although still very much in demand. It was widely perceived as a 

creative response to the unconscious and unfathomable scale of man’s “primitive” 

instincts. The style was primarily practiced by artists working in the mediums of paint 

and assemblage, and had moved the epicenter of avant-garde art from Paris to New York 

City. It was a process that began when some of the greatest European teaching artists and 

philosophers moved to the United States in order to escape persecution (Hans Hofmann), 



 

married to Jews (Josef Albers), or considered far too leftist in philosophy to safely remain 

in Europe (including Dadaists like Marcel Duchamp and nearly all artists associated with 

the Bauhaus). Many of the American generation coming of age leading up to and during 

the second world war years studied with Hofmann or Albers, learning about the 

emotional power of “push and pull” or subtle relationships between colors.  Among these 

students were American Jews or Jewish immigrants such as Wolf Kahn, Lee Krasner, 

Louise Nevelson, and Allan Kaprow under Hofmann. Another influential group including 

Robert Rauschenberg evolved through Albers’ teaching at Black Mountain College and 

Yale.  Still others came up through regionalism and were mentored through the Works 

Progress Administration such as Jackson Pollock and Barnett Newman, most eventually 

landing in New York City. There was enough variety with the mostly non-objective 

movement, that allowed for contemplation by the viewer, who by virtue of standing 

before a painting made with raw emotions of gesture as in the case of Jackson Pollock 

and Willem de Kooning or applications of large areas of carefully chosen colors as seen 

in the work of Mark Rothko and Barnett Newman, could be spiritually transformed by 

the experience. Some of the practitioners, such as Rothko and Newman, envisioned that 

their work should stand alone in a gallery, visually untouched by the interference of 

another artist’s work in order for the viewer to absorb its mysteries or to paraphrase 

Rothko, that the act of releasing a finished work was risky and unfeeling when it would 

likely encounter unappreciative eyes. A statement credited to Newman, Rothko and 

Gottlieb appeared in the New York Times on June 13, 1943, in response to a negative 

review in which the artists asserted that “It is our function to make the spectator see art 

our way, not his way” and later in their list they stated “There is no such thing as good 



 

painting about nothing. We assert that the subject matter is crucial and only that subject-

matter is valid which is tragic and timeless…” As news of the “final solution” was 

documented, many of these artists, especially Jews, were truly dealing with the 

transcendence of the spirit. By the late 1950s, fortunes and careers were made by gallery 

owners who promoted the work, artists who made it, and thinkers who interpreted 

Abstract Expressionism.  Many critics considered the paintings truly accessible only to 

those who understood the enormities of its messages.  For the Fine Arts Committee, this 

was the concept for a fall show in 1962. The ideas of Abstract Expressionism were well 

established and such a show would have encountered an appreciative audience at the Y, 

especially with many prominent Jewish artists among them. 

But the next generation was nipping at the heels of the now established Abstract 

Expressionists. Many of the younger artists were less connected to the horrors of the war 

that ended in 1945, and more affected by imagery associated with the post war economic 

engine. The new work seemed lighter in theme and could be more easily understood by 

an audience, and it was, in many cases, fun to experience. Some gallery directors were 

beginning to show this new work, and critics applied terminology of older movements to 

what they saw. Among these labels were the “Neo-Realists,” a term originating from the 

self-determined French group, “Nouveau-Réalisme” that had late 1950s origins in Paris 

with an intention to find new methods of making and presenting art in a consumer driven 

economy. “Assemblage” referred to three-dimensional work made of discarded 

consumables that also had European roots beginning with the German Kurt Schwitters; 

“Neo-Dada” was linked with the Dada movement formed in response to the absurdities of 

World War I but the “neo” was also linked to the new ideas of Fluxus; and “Neo-



 

Surrealism” suggested connections to a style dedicated to the unconscious mind but was 

an extension of Dada and established between the world wars. The labels “Fluxus” and 

“Pop” were emerging. “Fluxus,” according to founder George Maciunas referred a state 

of impermanence and lacked commercial intentions and “Pop” referred to artists 

concerned with popular culture whose earliest proponents were collagists in 1950s 

Britain known as the Independent Group.   

The women of the Fine Arts Committee were dissuaded from their Ab-Ex concept 

and were instead swept up towards the newest ideas through their unexpected association 

with a man, Billy Klüver, who, as we shall see, introduced them to a hitherto unknown 

circle of influence.  ART 1963/A New Vocabulary incorporated a combination of artists 

drawn from all these new post Ab-Ex explorations.  It wasn’t unusual in late 1963, but in 

October 1962 only New Painting of Common Objects at the Pasadena Museum of Art and 

curated by Walter Hopps, had preceded it.2 Both were held before Pop Art coalesced as a 

movement and prior to the highly regarded show, New Realists, at Sidney Janis Gallery.  

Another influential show, Art of Assemblage, took place at the Museum of Modern Art 

one year prior to the three shows under consideration. In it, William Seitz carefully laid 

out the lineage of collage beginning with Picasso, and continued through non-objective 

art theory leading up to the latest examples of artists working in dimensional “junk” such 

as Johns, Marisol, Rauschenberg, Tinguely, all of whom appeared a year later at the Y.  

 On May 4, 1962, the Arts Council’s Fine Arts Committee officially selected 

Audrey Sabol to organize the major visual arts exhibition for the upcoming season. The 

dates for the show can be understood within the ethnic context of the Jewish Y and the 

Month of Feasts. This show would be the major event of the New Year following the 



 

Jewish High Holy Days. The final holiday of the fall was Simchat Torah, which fell on 

Saturday, October 20th in 1962 or in the year 5723 according to the Hebrew calendar; the 

holy day is a celebration of the year-long reading of the Torah scroll and generally 

concluded with the oral chanting of the verses at the end of one scroll to the beginning 

verses of a second scroll.  Therefore, the earliest possible date the show could open 

during the fall of 1962 was Sunday, October 22nd, but ART1963/A New Vocabulary had 

its preview reception on Wednesday of that week, the 24th, at the fashionably late hour of 

8:30 p.m. Activities including installation could not be scheduled on the Sabbath, from 

Friday evening through Saturday afternoon. This compressed schedule, with many days 

blocked out due to the series of Jewish holidays in the month leading up to the show, 

would require that works arrive as early as possible or a few days prior to the opening; 

the installation was likely hurried with numerous hands assisting in order to meet the 

deadline of opening three days following the holiday.  

 Correspondence in Sabol’s papers makes it clear that she had been working on the 

project for some time before the May 4th committee meeting; her appointment was a 

formality. Early on in the conceptualization of the 1962 exhibition, she was considering, 

as discussed, an Abstract Expressionism project.3  For Philadelphians, such a topic would 

have been somewhat novel, but in New York, the verdict would have been “old hat.” 

Fortuitously, Sabol’s sense of humor and persistence brought her into contact with the 

man who would have tremendous influence on her future activities and those of the Y for 

years to come. Sometime in 1961, Sabol found a cartoon in the counter cultural journal, 

the Evergreen Review, intriguing.4 The ribald drawing that caught her eye consisted of 

three images of a weight lifter who in the process lost his leotard. Sabol thought her 



 

athletically inclined son would appreciate it. According to Sabol, “I wrote to the 

Evergreen Review, and they referred me to Billy Klüver.  Billy was a friend of the artist, 

and he got me the original cartoon, and he said, ‘Are you interested in art?’”5 Klüver’s 

recollection differs slightly. He said he arranged for Sabol to purchase Hans 

Nordenstrom’s original drawing in 1961 after she saw it in the Village Voice.6 Regardless 

of whether it was the Evergreen Review or the Village Voice, the incident demonstrates 

that Sabol’s reading tastes ran to the political, edgy, sexual and vanguard. By October 

1961, Klüver had been sending Sabol comics from various sources and was advising her 

on art purchases.7  From such happenstance origins, a mentor-student relationship began, 

and through Sabol, Klüver became an influence on the Fine Arts Committee.  

 Klüver insisted she go to see the work of an artist named Lichtenstein in the back 

room of the Castelli Gallery. She followed his direction, beginning her informal 

education in contemporary art.8  It was an appropriate suggestion by Klüver in that Sabol 

knew little about avant-garde art but liked comic strips, and Lichtenstein used cartoons 

for inspiration. Klüver recalls that he met with Audrey Sabol, Joan Kron, and Acey 

Wolgin at the Carlyle Hotel in New York where the women pitched their idea for a show.  

Unimpressed with their Abstract Expressionism concept, he persuaded them to present 

the newest artists instead.9 The first correspondence from Klüver to Sabol regarding the 

project is dated March 9, 1962, proof that her work on the show was in progress months 

before she was given the official designation as organizer of the fall event, and he still 

addressed her formally as “Mrs. Sabol.” Two weeks after her May 4th appointment, Jim 

Dine sent a letter to Sabol to arrange her studio visit with him, and by May 31st, a Klüver 

letter announced that many artists he knew were interested in participating in the show. 



 

There had already been much work done, fitting for a show that would occur only six 

months later. Klüver was no longer so formal and at this point addressed her in his letters 

as “Audrey.”10  

 Sabol’s art Svengali, J. Wilhelm (Billy) Klüver, was a Swedish electrical engineer 

holding a doctoral degree from the University of California at Berkeley who worked for 

Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. A man with varied interests, Klüver was 

allowed the freedom to explore these while Bell Labs valued whatever patents he 

developed. He left the lab on a regular basis to make rounds at New York galleries, 

attended openings and made friends with a generation of emerging artists, letting them 

know he would advise them on any project involving a technical need. Soon he was 

working with the Swiss artist Jean Tinguely in the garden of the Museum of Modern Art, 

assisting the sculptor with his self-destructing work Homage to New York, a hit of the 

1960 season. Over the years, Klüver lent his technical wizardry to artists such as Marcel 

Duchamp, Alexander Calder, John Cage, and Andy Warhol. He later entered into an 

association with Robert Rauschenberg in the formation of Experiments in Art and 

Technology (E.A.T.), which eventually involved more than 2,000 scientists in artists’ 

projects.11  In his friendships with artists, Klüver became an agent for them and spread 

his zeal for cutting-edge art by organizing many exhibitions of American and European 

art in Sweden. Klüver’s mentorship and friendship with Sabol cannot be overstated. 

Because curating is first and foremost dependent on contacts and relationships, through 

Klüver, the Fine Arts Committee hit gold.  

 Since she wasn’t carbon copying her letters at this time, Sabol’s files include only 

the responses back to her. In an undated letter, in which he acknowledges a meeting with 



 

the committee (presumably the aforementioned gathering at the Carlyle) he wrote to 

Sabol about getting her a work for her personal collection by Jean Tinguely. He also 

made suggestions about artists who should be included in the show she was planning at 

the Y. His list included George Brecht, Jim Dine, Letty Eisenhauer, Roy Lichtenstein, 

Claes Oldenburg, and Robert Watts.  He told her she should contact them directly with 

the exception of Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Tinguely, who could be 

approached through the Castelli Gallery. For a Happening, the latest art form involving 

audience participation, Robert Whitman was mentioned. Klüver ended his letter 

suggesting that Jim Dine or Claes Oldenburg make the poster for the show and telling 

Sabol that the “most important thing is that you do it yourselves.  From the beginning it 

will be your show and nobody else’s.  I know that you have the love to do a beautiful 

show.”12 Undoubtedly, Sabol was passionate about this new intellectual challenge.  

Fine Arts committee shows were non-commercial ventures so cultural 

presentations took precedence over profit, although the plan was that they would balance 

budgets through ticket sales and patron support. The Jewish community center was a 

public service institution, and while sales were possible, there was no gallery sales staff 

but a determined buyer could succeed in a purchase. In this way, the shows they 

produced were not museum shows and lacked the profit concerns of a commercial 

gallery. Exceptions were isolated fundraising events and there were shows with a mission 

to get low priced local art into the hands of the public.13 The later Arts Council project, 

1967’s Museum of Merchandise, was planned as a thematic art shopping experience and 

did not cover its costs.  



 

 Sabol communicated with most of the artists directly, getting contact information 

from Klüver and going through galleries when necessary. An undated post from Ivan 

Karp at Leo Castelli was somewhat condescending, addressed her informally and 

instructed her on when she should call upon him as well as the cost of long distance (40 

cents for 6 minutes). Surely he did not yet realize she could be a lucrative client.  He 

begrudgingly agreed to lend a Lichtenstein, but said she wouldn’t be able to obtain a 

Johns or a Rauschenberg (she eventually succeeded in extracting both requests from 

him). He told her what galleries to contact for specific artists (Green, Stable and Stone 

Galleries) but chastised her for not him giving dates, shipping, insurance and catalog 

details. He made it very clear he saw her as an amateur, likely because of her earlier 

“education” visits at Klüver’s behest. In spite of this initial response, she developed a 

loopy, disarming style in her business letters, which caught many off guard, as is clear 

from carbon copies in files for later shows. Sabol put the artists at ease and their 

correspondence to her demonstrates mutual trust. Some artists are affectionate and others 

display tongue-in-cheek formality. Oldenburg signed some letters as “love, Claes” and 

Brecht used an office approval hand stamp on letters he typed, initialing his authorization 

in Dada-like absurdity.  

 This exhibition captured the attention of New York dealers and served some of 

the less established artists well in developing credibility in New York and beyond. The 

Arts Council show was the first East Coast Pop show and the well-publicized New 

Realists show at the Sidney Janis Gallery overlapped with it by opening on October 31st. 

In a letter to Sabol, Klüver wrote, “Also the Guggenheim show is put off until next spring 

so you’ll be first.”14 In reviews, work in ART 1963/A New Vocabulary was referred to as 



 

“New Realism, “Neo Dada” and “New Surrealism.” It is understandable that these labels 

would be attached to individual artists or to the whole group. For instance, Tinguely was 

a member of the Parisian group that called itself “New Realists.” Rauschenberg was 

closely aligned with Tinguely’s ideas at the time. George Brecht and Watts embraced 

Dada ideas of chance and irreverence.  Many of the artists attested to their admiration for 

Dada icon Marcel Duchamp, who made the rounds in galleries in New York and Paris 

and aided the career prospects of those who caught his attention.  

 It is noteworthy that the show marked the moment before the loosely affiliated 

artists splintered into separate movements: Fluxus and Pop. The term “Fluxus,” coined by 

George Maciunas, defined a sensibility already established by a flexible confederation of 

artists working in a leftist, Dada-inspired, mass-produced, mass-appealing manner.15 

Early on, Oldenburg subscribed to the concept with his own “store,” although he later 

pursued a career in the traditional gallery and museum system.16  While both Watts and 

Brecht would soon be associated with Fluxus, they rejected the concept of marketable art 

and, as a result, had less visibility than several of their counterparts with whom they 

exhibited in ART 1963/A New Vocabulary.  Watts noted: 

Oldenburg and Lichtenstein and Warhol were attempting to elevate 
common objects into works of fine art, and thereby, perhaps, even 
redefining certain aspects of fine art in content and subject matter.  And 
that was certainly not what Fluxus was going to be doing.  There was a 
different sensibility about the objects.17  

 

Pop is the more known development after the split among the artists. According to Judith 

Golden, “Pop was a spontaneous reaction to the times, but by the end of 1962, it had 

gained the momentum of a movement.”18 A major confluence of nearly simultaneous 

events, including the show at the Y, brought this to a crescendo.  



 

  While all the artists shared the common thread of knowing Billy Klüver, there 

were other links.  Of the final artists selected for the show, a number were associated with 

Rutgers University and its women’s school, Douglass College.  Allan Kaprow was seen 

as the leader of the group known as the Rutgers X, which also included George Brecht, 

Geoffrey Hendricks, Gary Kuehn, Roy Lichtenstein, Philip Orenstein, George Segal, 

Steve Vasey, Robert Watts, and Robert Whitman.19  Others in the Rutgers group included 

Letty Eisenhauer and Lucas Samaras, both of whose work appeared in later Arts Council 

shows.  Watts and Kaprow were recent graduates of the Master of Arts program in Art 

History at Columbia University.  Segal, a high school English and art teacher, taught at 

the community evening program offered at Rutgers known as the Sketch Club.  He 

owned a chicken farm near Rutgers and allowed the property to be used liberally by the 

Rutgers group for Happenings and similar events.  He and Kaprow met regularly at a 

kosher deli in New Brunswick to discuss art ideas.20 Brecht and Watts preferred the 

Howard Johnson’s in the same town.21 At the time of the 1962 Arts Council show, Segal 

was completing his graduate studies in the Rutgers’ Master of Fine Arts program, and he 

was already receiving wide exposure for his plaster figures.22 Kaprow had recently left 

Rutgers because he had been denied tenure: some said he had wrongly championed his 

student Lucas Samaras who had used profanity and sex as the main content of his senior 

show.  Kaprow lobbied to keep Samaras from being expelled, and while Samaras was not 

removed from the program, Kaprow’s position was sacrificed.23   

 There were artists who would eventually work with Klüver through Experiments 

in Art and Technology (E.A.T.): Breer, Rauschenberg, and Tinguely. The relationship 

between Tinguely and Rauschenberg was a close one. Rauschenberg had introduced 



 

Tinguely to New York opportunities and Tinguely did the same for him in Europe. Some 

were scientists: Brecht (Chemistry at Philadelphia College of Pharmacy), Breer 

(Engineering at Stanford), and Tinguely (self-taught mechanical engineer). Johns and 

Rauschenberg first had shows at the Castelli Gallery in 1958 and were seen as the 

established artists of the group.24  Tinguely (Swiss), and Marisol (b. Paris) were viewed 

as European and Oldenburg (b. Stockholm) was considered nominally continental. Breer 

was thought of as European because he had just returned from Paris after several years; 

he was a close friend of Oldenburg and Tinguely. There was one only one woman: 

Marisol.  Rosenquist was the only artist who did not overlap in an obvious category.  

 There were several artists known for Happenings such as Dine, Kaprow, 

Oldenburg, and Watts.  Most had taken John Cage’s course at the New School for Social 

Research in New York including Kaprow, Watts, Brecht and Breer.25 Several of the 

artists shared a lineage with John Cage, including artists interested in performance art and 

Rauschenberg, who met Cage while a student at Black Mountain College. The true 

founder of Happenings, although Kaprow invented the term, may well be John Cage, who 

presented the first such event later titled Theater Piece No. 1, during the summer of 1952 

in the dining hall of Black Mountain College.26 A hastily arranged event over the course 

of an afternoon, it lacked rehearsals, a written script, or costumes. Paintings by student 

Robert Rauschenberg and summer instructor Franz Kline served as the set.27 For ART 

1963/A New Vocabulary, Breer devoted a work to Cage, Standing Mutascope (For John 

Cage), giving the mentor a presence in the exhibition for those who could appreciate the 

reference. 



 

 The word “Happening” eventually took on a distasteful meaning to Kaprow, but 

at the time of ART 1963/A New Vocabulary, he was the recognized originator of the 

medium.28 Without mentioning Cage specifically, Kaprow demonstrated his intention to 

move towards performance in his 1958 article “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock” first 

printed in the journal Art News. In it he argued that with Pollock’s death, painting had 

reached the end of a logical conclusion. He noted that Pollock, in his writhing and 

dancing around the floor flinging paint, nearly broke through to a new medium; artists 

needed to go beyond the canvas to evolve.29  Kaprow threw himself into the invention of 

a new type of art that today would be called performance art.  When Sabol inquired about 

purchasing remaining canvases, Kaprow replied that he was not a painter anymore; 

therefore he had to charge a significant amount for his final works.30 Dorothy Grafly’s 

review of ART 1963/A New Vocabulary confirmed Kaprow’s self-assessment: “Kaprow 

offers two semi-abstract paintings that look ‘old hat’ beside the art machines.”31 

 The Fine Arts Committee was interested in the new medium of Happenings, and 

there was serious deliberation in their commission of the Y’s Happening. Klüver wrote to 

Sabol, “Actually it seems like Oldenburg, Kaprow, and Whitman all three want to make 

Happenings for you…so it’s your choice!!!”32 To sort things out, both Whitman and 

Kaprow met on separate occasions with the Fine Arts Committee. Kaprow won the 

commission for the Happening because he did one-occasion events custom designed for 

each space and convinced the group he could fill an evening.  Whitman’s notion would 

have modified a concept with a ready-made set for the space.33 Whitman believed that a 

Happening could be repeated, whereas Kaprow’s approach was to build a multi-sensory 

experience leading to a climatic moment and then destroy it so it could not be 



 

reproduced.  Chicken, the piece Kaprow wrote for the Arts Council, took place on the 

closing evening of the show, Wednesday November 7, 1962. The work, loosely a story 

about the life and death of a chicken vendor, was a seminal event in the history of 

Happenings (Figures 1 and 2).   

 Kaprow’s layout in the ballroom allowed for the audience to wander through 

several small sets that took up the entire floor space. There were live, dead, and cooked 

chickens, as well as a giant tarpaper chicken, which was demolished at the end of the 

Happening.  Kaprow liked to include participants acting out their real-world roles, and, in 

the case of Chicken, policemen drafted from the street were used as actors wielding 

extinguishers at the end of the event when the giant tarpaper chicken was set alight.34 As 

in all of Kaprow’s work, there was a script but no rehearsal. Students at the nearly 

adjacent Philadelphia College of Art built the sets and they and their professors 

participated in the event. In the handwritten instructions regarding the colossal chicken, 

Kaprow notes, “Its [sic] got to be good that its destruction in the Happening means real 

desecration and loss.” In his list of materials needed, he scribbled that he would get his 

live chickens the night before from George Segal, who owned a chicken farm in New 

Jersey.35  

 I have created a checklist of the exhibition through careful examination of Audrey 

Sabol’s files at the Archives of American Art, catalog information, newspaper reviews, 

and photographs from the exhibition (see Appendix A). There was a catalog but it was 

non-traditional and did not include an essay and checklist, as I will later explain. Works 

promised for the exhibition were, in some cases, sold or otherwise committed before the 

Y show and were replaced with alternate selections by the artists.  For example, George 



 

Segal promised The Bicycle Man, but let Sabol know that he would send First Wedding 

Anniversary Portrait instead (now known as Lovers on a Bench).36 As a result, some 

works illustrated in the catalog did not appear in the show such as Rauschenberg’s 

combine, Navigator (credited to Castelli Gallery); Black Market was the replacement 

work. Selections seem to have been left primarily to the artists, even though the Fine Arts 

Committee went on several studio visits. As mentioned above, there were three nearly 

concurrent group exhibitions that a few artists participated in so there may have been 

some late decisions as to what works were sent to each. 

 To visualize this exhibition, imagine the impact of Lichtenstein’s bold Live Ammo 

(Tzing!) which appeared later in international Pop shows. (Figures 3, 13)  A World War 

II veteran who participated in many areas of military training, Lichtenstein magnified 

armed conflict as subject matter though his enhanced scale of panels inspired by popular 

war themed comic books. Live Ammo (Tzing!) was one component of a four-panel Live 

Ammo painting (sold separately and never reassembled). Jim Dine’s works included The 

Red Bandana as well as an immense multi-panel painting Hammer History, a visual 

opera inspired by his grandfather’s hardware store with real tools attached to the canvas 

(Figures 4, 14). Sabol said she looked at his work in the studio for a full hour before she 

realized it was a painting, thinking the tools were simply mounted on the wall.37  

 A diminutive sculpture, The Critic Sees, by Jasper Johns was a stab at reviewers 

who misunderstood his work. (Figure 5) Sunday Bulletin reviewer Dorothy Grafly 

mentions it as among her favorites in the show; she states under a bolded title of 

Amusing Item: “Most amusing of the items, however, is ‘The Critic Sees’ by Jasper 

Johns, who draws a pair of spectacles with loud mouths where the eyes should be” but 



 

she didn’t interpret it further.38 Many writers in years since have attempted to find a 

personal incident as his inspiration for it. In a later interview, Johns described a critic 

who seemed to deny that certain works were sculpture and decried them as merely cast, 

even though Johns explained that his work was more sophisticated. Fred Orton notes that 

Johns had a less than amiable relationship with the critic Clement Greenberg and I submit 

he may have been the critic.39 There was a second version of the work made in 1964 and 

now at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. This original version from 1961 would be owned 

by Robert and Ethel Scull and even has her name on the side of it but it evidently was not 

yet in their collection at the time of the Y show.40 Judith Goldman notes that Johns gave 

Ethel Scull The Critic Sees when she admired it during a studio visit. Johns added the 

name, Ethel, in sculpmetal perhaps as a form of inscription.41 The artist’s other work in 

the Y show, a colorful combine painting titled Slow Field, (Figure 6) was not mentioned 

in reviews.  Johns’s agreement to participate makes sense due to his close relationships 

with Rauschenberg and by association, Tinguely. Klüver put all three artists in shows in 

Sweden and it would likely have been difficult for any one of them to turn down a show 

he advocated. There are no copies of shipping orders or gallery contracts in Sabol’s file 

for ART 1963/A New Vocabulary to provide further insight on the loans. However, since 

the catalog acknowledges the generosity of the Leo Castelli Gallery and Sidney Janis 

Gallery, it can be assumed loans came from both. Of the few accurate illustrations of 

loans in the catalog, Slow Field, a colorful combine, is credited as from Castelli.  In a 

note that can be considered as late in the planning, a note in Klüver’s scrawl specifically 

directs Sabol to “Ask for The Grey Alphabet by Jasper Johns at Castelli, you may get 

it.”42 That painting would have made a much different pairing with The Critic Sees and 



 

perhaps would have drawn some media attention to Johns’s use of the color grey and 

toothpaste like material, sculpmetal. 

 Rauschenberg’s Black Market is documented as being in the show only through a 

newspaper photo of Klüver hanging it, an apparent last minute change from the work that 

was promised (Figure 7). Since none of the critics refer specifically to the combine, it 

appears that the intention of the piece was lost on them. Black Market was originally 

planned as an audience participation work at a kinetically themed show originating in 

Amsterdam, Art in Motion. The viewer was supposed to replace one of the items in the 

suitcase sitting on the floor below the canvas with one of their own. They would use a 

rubber stamp corresponding to the number on the object they removed, and trace the 

outline of the new object on a piece of paper along with their signature in the matching 

numbered flip chart. The process involved several steps and people took the objects 

without replacing them.  Rauschenberg decided to remove the instructions in subsequent 

outings.43 At the Y, Black Market was seen as an inert combine, and while visually 

dynamic, it was overlooked by critics in the cacophony of radios and other interactive 

work.  Ironically, this show had works with participation instructions such as those by 

Brecht, and could have been an ideal smaller outing for Rauschenberg’s audience 

participation schemes.  

 George Segal received the most advance press and the women brought at least 

one newspaper photographer with them during their visit to his studio in addition to a 

camera-wielding Ed Sabol (given photo credit for Segal’s work in the show catalog). 

Segal, at age 38, was in graduate school but already had a one-person show at the Green 

Gallery in 1960. He was a first generation child of Eastern European Jews. The religious 



 

connection seemed important for announcing the show in the Jewish Exponent, and a 

rival paper, the Jewish Times. The Y had its own newsletter, The Review, which featured 

another photo of George Segal’s studio but incorrectly identified it as George Brecht’s. 

Segal, Kaprow and Lichtenstein were the Jews in the show but Segal’s studio was the 

publicity opportunity, and the artist made it accessible for the visiting group of committee 

members. In the studio visit images, Acey Wolgin and Elaine Stanton are wearing stylish 

belted white or pastel dresses, pearls as if dressed for a garden party, and statuesque 

Audrey Sabol, similarly attired, holds a smoldering cigarette in some images from the 

visit (Figure 8).  

 Earlier in the year, James Rosenquist had nearly sold out his first solo show at the 

Green Gallery.44 A card-carrying member of a sign painter’s union, his painting was 

titled at the time of the exhibition, Photoflash Dad and Bandaid Mom and came from the 

directly from the Green Gallery. There is no direct communication from Rosenquist. 

Today the work is known as In the Red (Figure 9).  The painting evolved from a collage 

of cropped advertisements that included a bowl of tomato soup.45 Within the tomato soup 

bowl is a reflective bowl, perhaps a flash attachment from a camera or an apparent 

ashtray that appears in 1961’s Tube. An arm and elbow is visible resting on an armchair. 

The chest of the person (presumably female) seems to be censored by an oversized 

Bandaid. His enigmatic catalog entry states:  

I am interested in the visual inflation that accompanies the brass of sharp 
money ringing out, space cadets and box tops.  I hope to throw the visual 
boomerang. I’m interested in the anonymous quality of acceleration. I 
believe in the “fallibility of anyone.” 

 



 

The work is not overtly sexual, but it does indeed have unexpected combinations of 

“visual boomerangs.”46 Emily Braun later noted that Rosenquist’s disembodied socks 

symbolize a man in a state of undress; the imagery appears in other works of the artist 

during this period.47 The title In the Red was an early change and may relate to matters of 

color and finance. Photoflash Dad and Bandaid Mom connotes family and coupledom.  

 Robert Watts was at an artistic peak and was soon to break off his association 

with the artists who would be known as Pop. His works in ART 1963/A New Vocabulary 

were witty and bold and included the installation of a full automobile dashboard with a 

working radio accessorized with mundane, yet pop cultural icons like a Madonna on the 

dash and baby shoes hanging from the rear-view mirror.  His checkers set was a shallow 

tank for live goldfish (with program credit going to the local Cugley’s Pet Shops for the 

fish), and his stamp machine emitted beautiful philatelic works of art that buyers 

subversively used as real postage. He also had a work with an open vault and stuffed 

money sacks carefully set in neat rows before it. His clever combinations of object 

malapropisms, in a Dada tradition, were singled out in the show’s reviews. 

 Gallery patrons may have seen a long feature article on Jean Tinguely in the 

February 10, 1962, issue of the New Yorker magazine and included in Sabol’s files.48 The 

artist was a notorious European who showed a cacophonic work consisting of the innards 

of a radio behind Plexiglas that flipped itself continuously between two stations. Another 

Tinguely piece, Metamatic, was an automated drawing machine and was officially 

registered with the U.S. Patent Office.49 Sabol and Kron must have gotten to know 

Tinguely well enough for him to attend the opening. An invitation to his performance in 

The Construction of Boston on May 4, 1962 is in Sabol’s files and proof of at least 



 

Kron’s attendance are Sam Kron’s photos of the event in Tinguely’s archive.50 It would 

have been a late night since the approximately one hour performance began at 10:00 p.m. 

in New York and it was an opportunity to not only to spend time with Jean Tinguely, 

Robert Rauschenberg, and Niki de Saint Phalle, but also many others of their circle. 

 George Brecht worked with chance theory, established by Dada artist Jean Arp, 

and his pieces gave the viewer an opportunity to respond to his work physically.  Brecht 

invited the observer to use strategically placed dice and based the sale price for each 

object on an odd or even throw; to further add to the spontaneity, the objects on the table 

changed weekly during the show.51  Klüver suggested to Sabol that she would enjoy 

meeting Brecht and after they became acquainted the artist sent her small event scores 

and mini-collages enclosed with his letters along with an invitation for her to attend his 

upcoming YAM festival at Segal’s New Jersey farm.52 Breer also fit into the Neo-Dada 

moniker with his contribution of a psychedelic film years before eye-popping art became 

commonly screened.  His two sculptures were hand-cranked Rolodexes with flipbook 

animation instead of business cards (Figure 14, standing work in front of fireplace).  

Breer was a close friend of Tinguely’s in Paris and assisted in mounting his Homage to 

New York at the Museum of Modern Art in March 1960, and to which Rauschenberg 

contributed a small silver dollar-spewing machine on wheels to the event.53 

 It was noted by reviewers that Marisol was the sole female participant. Her artistic 

breakthrough seems to have been a fortuitous find of wood hat forms in Conrad Marca-

Relli’s garage.54 These became the multiple heads on an early assemblage self-portrait 

and for Ruth of 1962, named for her friend Ruth Kligman, with a barrel body, multiple 

heads, breasts and legs, as well as communicative hands with manicured nails.55 (Figure 



 

10) Kligman was considered a beauty in the Elizabeth Taylor mode and was notorious in 

the New York art world for her affairs with Pollock and de Kooning.56 It was well known 

that she was the sole survivor of Pollock’s fatal car crash in 1956. It is somewhat a 

curiosity that Marisol would consider Kligman a friend, for she was and is known for 

treasuring her privacy, but the two women met at the male dominated Cedar Bar. The 

relationship likely provided mutual support at a time when women artists were seen in as 

peripheral or in a support role to the male artists. Marisol and Kligman shared company 

at parties with Warhol, where they all benefitted from the publicity by being seen 

together.  

Marisol was an exception as a woman whose prices were comparable to those of 

male Pop artists.57 She doesn’t appear to have attended the opening and communicated 

through Klüver. He relayed her elusive one word catalogue entry of “hmmm.” There are 

several possible approaches to an interpretation of the assemblage such as multiple facets 

of personality, contradictory high fashion accessorizing of the presumably nude female(s) 

hidden by the barrel, and multiple “Ruths” for multiple lovers. The concept of covering 

one’s body with a barrel references depression era cartoons of a person who lost 

everything yet the many heads and feet are well coiffed, heeled, and manicured. The 

accessories are those of a proper woman, but her suggested nudity is in opposition to that 

assumption. A publicity shot for ART 1963/A New Vocabulary demonstrates how the 

committeewomen were compelled to mimic the sculpture, an example of how Marisol’s 

work of the period inspired interaction (Figure 11).58 A woman artist was a contradiction 

in terms. Given the context of the early 60s and the fact that all of these female 



 

committee members were hidden behind their husband’s names, unlike Marisol’s 

persona, the sculpture predates but illustrates Friedan’s “problem that has no name.” 

 In considering why there weren’t additional women in the show, they generally 

weren’t seen as equals and their numbers were very low to their male counterparts.59 

Billy Klüver early on recommended Letty Eisenhauer for an installation; she was 

overlooked for this show, but her work was included in a 1964 show at the Y. Patty 

Mucha, then wife of Claes Oldenburg, attended the reception for ART 1963/A New 

Vocabulary. She constructed her husband’s soft sculptures, although it seems clear that 

the ideas were his, and was a regular participant in his Happenings. Green Gallery 

director Dick Bellamy gave Mucha credit on the poster of Oldenburg’s first show at 

Green Gallery in September 1962.60 The Y show previewed on October 24th, before the 

Green show closed, although Mucha did not receive acknowledgement at Art 1963/A 

New Vocabulary. Oldenburg works in the show included his ice cream confections, a 

plant, hot dogs, and a giant pair of pants. Ironically, Oldenburg’s second wife, Coosje van 

Bruggen, received co-credit for her partnership with Oldenburg.61  

 Another woman in publicity pictures from the Y reception is Niki de Saint Phalle 

accompanying her new husband, Jean Tinguely, a fellow member of the Paris New 

Realist group.  Both she and Marisol were in Art of Assemblage at the Museum of 

Modern Art in 1961 but she was not included in the Y show except as a guest attending 

the opening reception. Saint Phalle stands next to Tinguely, a brunette dressed in 

bohemian style in masculine slacks and boots; arms crossed at her waist; she appears to 

be warily eying Marisol’s Ruth (Figure 12).  The committeewomen in the photograph are 



 

the antithesis of Saint Phalle; they are bottle blondes, dressed in the latest fashion with 

requisite hemlines just below the knee; the men are in suits.  

 As to who installed the show, the opening night program gives credit to David 

Hayes, Jim Dine, Billy Klüver and Robert Breer. Klüver is seen in a news article hanging 

Rauschenberg’s Black Market so he was part of the preparation team. Philadelphia 

Inquirer reviewer Victoria Donohoe wrote: “Assistant curator of the Guggenheim 

Museum David Hayes and William (sic) Klüver of the Bell Laboratories have hung this, 

the first big avant-garde art exhibit in Philadelphia.”62 Jim Dine hung work, based on a 

reference in a letter from George Brecht and the program credit. The women seemed to 

have delegated the installation decisions to men, all non-Jews who were art experts. As 

far as placement of the art, most decisions were predicated by where work fit in the space 

and someone, likely Klüver, would have advised the committee on choosing works that 

would fit the room’s spaces between windows, double doors, moldings, and a fireplace. 

Sabol told Marina Pacini that the only help available would have been the Y custodians, 

so the committee looked outside the institution for assistance.63 As discussed earlier, 

there would have only been a few days to hang the work, and therefore expertise, on a 

budget, was needed. 

 Today the artworks exhibited in 1962 are in collections all over the world, and 

some are among the highest valued art commodities at auctions. Of the two Johns works, 

Slow Field is in the Moderna Museet in Stockholm. The other work, The Critic Sees, was 

sold for $3,936,000 in a 2005 Christie’s auction and is still in a private collection.64 

Rauschenberg’s Black Market (shown as inert) and Oldenburg’s Success Plant are 

located at the Ludwig Museum in Cologne, Germany. Brecht’s works are in the world’s 



 

most important Fluxus collections.  Segal’s work was retitled Lovers on a Bench and is in 

a private collection in Belgium (Figures 13, 14). Marisol’s Ruth is in the collection of the 

Rose Art Museum at Brandeis University. Kaprow’s Happenings are all carefully 

documented in his archive at the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles.    

 The concept for the show’s non-traditional catalog, in the form of a dictionary and 

work of art in itself, seems to have come from Joan Kron, and it was in place by May 31, 

1962, as a play on the show’s title word “vocabulary.” The idea for the catalog was to 

have artists write definitions of the new terms such as “junk art,” “happening,” “new 

realism: and “pop culture,” in witty jargon.  A Klüver letter to Sabol imparts: “Your 

catalog idea is PERFECT!! Tell Joan Kron I really admire her ideas,” and that he would 

be delighted to help her (Joan) when the time comes; Kron, chairman of the Printing 

Committee would later be a full partner to Sabol’s in her aspirations at the Y. Artist Sam 

Maitin, one of the few male volunteers on the Arts Council, did graphic design. He 

devised the show’s poster and catalogue and was the designer for many Arts Council 

projects. Audrey Sabol, Billy Klüver and Allan Kaprow edited the publication. Sabol 

typed a version from Klüver’s scrawl and Kaprow’s orderly notes in her distinctive font. 

In the final product, Maitin’s design looked like a printer’s proof, complete with 

handwritten editor’s notes in the margins.   

 Kaprow provided definitions primarily from Webster’s Dictionary, Klüver 

augmented with hipster additions, and most artists contributed some text for their 

personal entries.  Each artist was sent a postcard and asked to make a statement limited to 

three lines.  Some were shorter and some considerably longer, taking the form of a letter.  

Oldenburg changed his mind several times while drafting his statement, causing some 



 

delay in finalizing the catalog. He wrote something substantial, somewhat aligned with 

his famous “I am for an Art” text of 1961 but asked Sabol to “suppress them” in favor of 

a new version he attached, as the earlier attempt seemed to him “rather dishonest.”65 

Kaprow pleaded to have his name removed from any definitions he wrote and cautioned 

Sabol to make it obvious that it was not to be taken seriously; he was concerned that the 

dictionary not appear naïve or “square.” He felt it was Klüver’s creation.66  The published 

catalog was an irreverent piece and definitely not “square.” All participants appeared to 

realize that the publication was important in conveying what they were doing but, in the 

spirit of the exhibition, they also wanted it to be entertaining. The multiple scroll-like 

pages were held together with a clothespin, coincidentally, the subject of Oldenburg’s 

colossal Philadelphia public sculpture installed in 1976. Oldenburg is seen holding the 

catalogue in a reception photograph (Figure 13). I haven’t found anything explaining the 

reasons for using long thin pages except that they were to look like galley proofs. 

 George Segal’s returned postcard may be the exception to the humorous musings 

for most artists’ definitions. His perplexing entry is a biblical quote from Judges, 1:6-7 

about a Canaanite king named Adonibezak, a battle between the Israelites and the 

Canaanites, and an “eye for an eye” retribution of cut off fingers and toes.  

But Adonibezak fled: and they pursued after him, and caught him, and cut 
off his thumbs and his great toes. And Adonibezak said, Threescore and 
ten kings, having their thumbs and their great toes cut off, gathered their 
meat under my table: as I have done, so God hath requited me. And they 
brought him to Jerusalem and there he died.67 
 

Could it be a reference to the recent trial and May 31, 1962, execution of Eichmann in 

Jerusalem?  Eichmann’s 1960 capture by Israeli agents and trial were continuous front-

page news. The German officer was the highest level “Jewish Specialist” for the Nazis 



 

and implemented the mass killing of Jews known as the “final solution.” Following the 

war, Eichmann fled to Argentina. Living under an assumed identity, he was captured by 

Israeli secret service agents and brought to Jerusalem.68 A work by Segal in 1961, Man 

Sitting at a Table has a grille-like window to one side, perhaps related to a man in a cage.  

Segal had a particular sympathy for victims of the Holocaust due to his religion and his 

war refugee parentage. Biblical analogies and Shoah references appeared in his work 

throughout his career.69 He likely saw an article such as the one in the Exponent’s 

September 1962 recap of the past year (according to the Jewish calendar) where the 

Eichmann trial was featured among the most important events. Segal responded to topical 

news and politics in his work and Eichmann could very well been on his mind for his 

catalog statement. 

 The mainstream press reviews gave the show considerable attention but critical 

response consistently questioned the validity of the new works.  The Sunday Bulletin 

reviewer Dorothy Grafly called the show “the liveliest and most controversial art show to 

hit local galleries this season” and titled the review “But is it Art?”  Possibly in response 

to the works of Tinguely and Watts she asks the question, “Will the artist, like other 

workers in this era of mechanization, find himself replaced by the machine?”70   Victoria 

Donohoe of the Philadelphia Inquirer warned the reader, “Brace yourself for a spectacle. 

The tone of the show is nihilistic; it clarifies nothing. The public is left to ponder whether 

this is art.”71 Similarly, Nels Nelson of the Philadelphia Daily News noted “the Arts 

Council has insured the whole show for $75,000 but it is uncertain if any of the work has 

been damaged in transit.”72 Another review in the Sunday Bulletin lacked a byline, and 

titled its review as “Art Consists of Anything.” Elaine Stanton, chairman of the Fine Arts 



 

Committee is quoted in the article as saying, “This show is really a museum type of 

endeavor…As a matter of fact, after it is completed, the Guggenheim Museum is going to 

present the same show.”73 Reviewer Eunice Leopold quoted David Hayes, then a 

Research Fellow at the Guggenheim Museum, that this group of artists had never been 

brought together in one exhibition.74 As I will demonstrate in my thesis conclusion, the 

New York reviewers had very similar critical responses towards the New Realist 

exhibition at the Sidney Janis Gallery but their points of view had a broader national and 

international readership. The common threads of the works within this show as compared 

to the better-known but similarly themed exhibitions directly before and after it in 

California and New York will be discussed in the thesis conclusion.  

Exponent reviews of the same month give insight into Philadelphia taste, covering 

a show of Edward Hopper graphic works at the Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMA) and 

the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (PAFA) featured the work of Contemporary 

Artists of the Turkish Academy of Fine Arts. In looking over the exhibition calendar of the 

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine arts between 1960 and 1963, contemporary Turkish 

art appears to be an unusual offering. Perhaps it was a diplomatic exchange between a 

sister institution in Turkey. Cheltenham Art Center presented 19th-century works from 

private collections and a solo exhibition of the work of regional artist Shirley Moskowitz. 

Local women artists fared well in Philadelphia art center shows and were regularly 

reviewed. Exhibitions of Americans Edward Hopper and John Sloan were more typical 

for Philadelphia museums. Local artists, particularly Jewish artists, seemed to have no 

problem exhibiting in Philadelphia. The Art Alliance had about 2000 members, many of 

them Jewish, and was regularly reviewed. Cheltenham Art Center, located in an area with 



 

several synagogues, had an active regional exhibition program and often included local 

Jewish artists. One way institutions played to the vanity of local collectors was by 

borrowing from their home collections in hopes of eventual monetary support and the 

donations of desirable works of art. The differences between what these institutions and 

the Arts Council in 1962 is that the Y provided a regular venue for the vanguard, 

something outside the mission of other Philadelphia cultural organizations. When some 

of the artists happened to be Jewish, the Y and the Federation newspaper took the 

opportunity to justify the mission to their funders, who may not have embraced the avant-

garde activities. 

 Within the confines of the Jewish community, the Exponent had a small feature 

announcing the upcoming exhibition including a picture from Jewish sculptor George 

Segal’s studio and an explanation of a Happening that appears to originate from the press 

release (Figure 8). The week after the show’s November 7th Kaprow closing event, two 

competing Exponent articles appeared in the same issue. The focus of the “Studio Letter 

by Ben Wolf” column is difficult to ascertain.75 Wolf begins with quotations by Jean-Paul 

“Satre, [sic]” ironically misspelled, Wm. Shakespeare, and William Barrett. Typical of 

Wolf, his column is that of an effete intellectual but aspires to the irreverence of S.J. 

Perelman and included a self-portrait illustration in a playpen with stacked blocks reading 

the word “Dada,” drawn in the style of S.J’s friend Al Hirschfeld. He never specifically 

addressed any work or artist in the Y show but he made it clear that he disapproved. In 

the same November 16th issue, as if to counter Wolf’s effort to disparage the show, a 

supportive article appears under the title of “The ‘Y’ Arts Council: Non-Partisan 

EducationA Success Story” by Gertrude Benson. This feature provided positive balance 



 

to the negative stream of consciousness rant by Wolf against post-Dada art, who did not 

specifically discuss the concept of “neo-Dada” a term often used by reviewers in the 

mainstream press. Benson wrote that “Recently the Arts Council dared another 

Philadelphia First [sic]-a one performance theatrical ‘Happening,’ the life and death of a 

chicken-vendor, a collective adventure in dadistic [sic] criticism by Allan Kaprow, an 

artist-teacher-associate professor at Rutgers.” Regarding the exhibition she wrote: “it had 

a sensational cast of largely disposable action material, which moved, changed, 

interacted, commemorated and sometimes died, still born.”76 It is of interest that these 

Exponent reviews occurred after the show ended so they did not in themselves discourage 

or encourage an audience to attend. The reviews during the show by the general press 

brought a diverse audience from beyond the Jewish community and pressured the 

Exponent to acknowledge and address the phenomenon. 

 Benson’s Exponent article put the show in context as one of the important 

outreaches by the Arts Council to the general public. Accompanied by a photograph of 

Jean Tinguely with his work at the exhibition, Benson quoted the Y president, Mr. 

Edward I. Singer, as saying, “The Council has revitalized the ‘Y.’” The Fine Arts 

chairman, Mrs. Herman M. Stanton, gave credit to David Hayes of the Guggenheim and 

Peter Selz of the Museum of Modern Art as playing a supporting role in the show (the 

files have no direct correspondence from either man) and Sabol and Klüver were 

acknowledged as the organizers. The full-page article closed with her comment that it 

was exciting “that a private, unprofessional group should be undertaking what is really a 

museum project.” Benson affirmed that unsalaried housewives were the workers and the 

paid staff consisted of the Director of Cultural Activities, Mrs. Joseph Ostrow. Benson 



 

praised her as having significant impact on the activities but Ostrow was a woman pitied 

by the members of the Arts Council because she had to work and was reduced to taking 

notes at their meetings and signing official contracts they negotiated, a reflection of their 

own conditioned gendered biases against working women.77   

 ART 1963/A New Vocabulary was unusually prescient in the artists it brought 

together and by the time the catalog was produced, the Fine Arts committee demonstrated 

understanding of the art they presented. Sabol, Kron, and other committee members spent 

considerable time in their learning curve by attending performances, Happenings, touring 

galleries, and making studio visits. This exhibition was a bridge between Abstract 

Expressionism and Happenings, Fluxus, New Realism, and Neo Dada, and movements 

that became known as Fluxus and Pop Art. Johns, Rauschenberg, and Kaprow exhibited 

work at the final edges of Abstract expressionism with strong mark making. Brecht’s 

chance pieces, Breer’s films, Kaprow’s Chicken Happening, and Segal’s figures were 

related to John Cage’s performance aesthetic. Johns, Marisol, Rauschenberg, Tinguely, 

and Watts were assemblage oriented and some crossed terminology as New Realists, 

Neo-Dada, and Fluxus artists. Lichtenstein, Dine, Rosenquist, and Oldenburg were object 

oriented and represented the newest artists embracing popular culture.  

The Arts Council’s Fine Arts Committee had begun their pacesetting, cross-

county, decade long adventure, acknowledged more outside of the community more than 

within it. There are signs that some volunteers had wider ambitions. Sabol had stationery 

made with the corporate name of Blair Associates Art Consultants at the head, a fairly 

gutsy move since she had only recently begun working with artists and galleries. It may 

have been tongue-in-cheek (the Sabols often used the word “Blair” in their public and 



 

private life. Ed Sabol attended Blair Academy, named their daughter Blair, and used it in 

names for businesses). Audrey Sabol’s credibility as an unpaid curator developed 

simultaneously with her sophistication as a collector, eventually garnering her prompt 

attention by New York gallery personnel and artists.  

As I will discuss further in the conclusion of this thesis, Dine was the only artist 

out of several from the Y show who included mention of Art 1963/A New Vocabulary in 

his biography for the Guggenheim Museum’s Six Painters and the Object catalog in 

1963. In my mind, it demonstrated respect for the women’s efforts and the show. 

However, given that studio visits were a group activity with committeewomen in white 

dresses and pearls, and patron events were parties with their peers, they had a long way to 

go to achieve any goals beyond housewife, if such aspirations existed at all in 1962 at the 

YM & YWHA.  The Fine Arts Committee relied heavily on male mentors such as Billy 

Klüver, Allan Kaprow, and Ivan Karp at Castelli Gallery to make up for their lack of 

experience. Regardless, as Gertrude Benson observed, the outreach to greater 

Philadelphia was notable. William Whyte Jr.’s comment on upper class Jewish 

communities in The Organization Man seems apropos: “Jews who seek other people with 

whom they can share these attitudes and interests [high brow tastes] tend to find other 

Jews…. some non-Jews with upper-brow tastes often mix more easily with Jewish 

friends than with others.”78 In this way, the Jews of The Arts Council came into close 

contact with non-Jews of similar interests and though such activities eventually entered 

through the doors of Philadelphia cultural organizations previously closed to them.79   
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CHAPTER 4 
 

THE JEWISH EXPONENT BETWEEN 1962 AND 1967:  
A CULTURAL MIRROR 

 
For this case study, the ethnic weekly newspaper has proven to be a valuable 

resource for understanding upper middle class Jewish culture of the period. Particularly 

germane are articles related to gender roles and hierarchical positions within a microcosm 

of the general community. In some ways, its pages reflected the upper middle class in 

Philadelphia as a whole, but in other ways it was an ethnic mirror through its articles and 

advertising. Mining this source for clues is appropriate as predicted by Marshall 

McLuhan in his Understanding Media of 1964: “The historians and archeologists will 

one day discover that the ads of our time are the richest and most faithful of daily 

reflections that any society ever made of its entire range of activities.”1 Most of the 

Exponent’s advertising was directed towards women as was typical in the post war 

economy. In this chapter, I look at the Exponent for evidence of change within and 

outside the Jewish community from 1962 to 1967, a five-year period between the 

bookend exhibitions addressed in this study.  

In the early 1960s Philadelphia Jewish middle and upper middle class community, 

a woman’s place as homemaker was assumed and it was a curiosity when an educated 

wife worked outside the home as in the aforementioned case of the state’s Attorney 

General. Similarly, when a married female sought a graduate or professional degree, it 

could be newsworthy. In 1960, when Marciarose Shestak matriculated as a doctoral 

student at the University of Pennsylvania, it merited an article.2 Shestak produced a local 

TV show and later in the decade she was often noted in the Exponent as recipient of 



 

numerous awards in recognition of her role as a telegenic full time reporter for the local 

ABC affiliate, KYW.3 She evolved into “Marciarose,” and her public persona no longer 

required a last name. By 1967 her role as a married professional was well respected and 

she became the first woman to anchor a prime time news program in a major market. 

Volunteerism was paramount early in the decade when the Exponent’s advice 

column encouraged women to get out of the house and join clubs or committees such as 

those found at the YM & YWHA, Women’s American ORT, or Hadassah. Husbands 

typically fully supported these pastimes for their wives. A female volunteer head of the 

women’s division for the Philadelphia Allied Jewish Appeal is quoted in 1962: 

“…Actually, since he [my husband] originally prodded me into this work, he’s quite 

pleased with the result.”4 In the case of volunteers at the Arts Council, I found evidence 

that the men were not only patrons who supported their wives’ committee work but also 

accompanied them occasionally on visits to artists’ studios and Happenings and 

documented the activities as amateur photographers. However, the Exponent contributed 

to the evolution from volunteerism to professionalism in the example of the recipe 

column. Early in the decade women’s club leaders would be given the honor to be a guest 

contributor to the cooking column. It included a short description of her volunteerism and 

family followed by her recipes. By July 1965, the cooking column became the purview of 

a designated female writer, a paid professional, although most of the staff writers 

continued to be male. 

Men were seen as the head of households, wage earners, and defenders of the less 

fortunate. The latter, a religiously based mandate, was publically expected of the 

successful professional. Pictures of important male local business leaders were accorded 



 

front-page status and men’s volunteer fundraising activities were given prestigious 

location in the first few pages of the paper. Generally, photographs of women didn’t 

appear until at least ten pages into the weekly, and the images are smaller scaled. Monies 

raised could be used from anything from settling refugees in Israel to the local Jewish 

Family Services (JFS), an affiliate of the Jewish Federation and its primary vehicle for 

social work.  

As the Federation newspaper, the Exponent reminded the reader of what their 

donations provided to less fortunate families but also the services a mother might access 

for their own unruly children. One full page Jewish Family Service (JFS) ad featured a 

girl having a tantrum and a promise of psychological services at reasonable rates (Figure 

15). Boys fared somewhat better during the same period with a JFS ad titled “City Boy.” 

For a male child, his development into a solid citizen could be ensured by participation in 

athletic leagues at Jewish Ys (Figure 16). Descriptions of typical clients of the Jewish 

Family Service caseworker were at times published in the form of a daily diary to 

demonstrate to readers how they might benefit from JFS services and in 1962 

concentrated on problematic family issues such as a son wanting to marry a Christian 

divorcé with children, something that was seen as a social disgrace. 

Within this community, there appeared to be a dual message by the mid-60s: 

women were encouraged to be childlike and play dress up but teenage girls were 

groomed as sex objects. The Exponent regularly printed the activities of 

committeewomen in costume such as a group that donned stewardess uniforms for a 

Thrift Shop brunch-dance in 1959 (Figure 17). 5  Another example is in 1965 when 

committeewomen played pretend in hoop skirts (Figure 18). To fit into costumes and 



 

fancy dress for volunteer events, ads reminded women to maintain their figures with 

assistance from companies such as the new Slenderette studio that guaranteed spot 

reducing and provided sample before and after measurements (Figure 19). In 1964, ads 

for weight control products included Metrecal, the drinkable replacement meal (Figure 

20). Women as objects of obsession could be seen for example as in the case when a 

comely Israeli actress made a publicity tour for a popular Hollywood 1966 film, “Our 

Man Flint.” She was promoted in the Exponent as a secret weapon to entice American 

men to make aliyah [emigration to the holy land].6 The trend of bleaching tresses for the 

“Marilyn” look was encouraged through salon ads and pictures of events at the Y indicate 

that women seem to have done so. The finest hairdressers advertised in the weekly; one 

had a cocktail hour opening reception.  

The trend for early grown up status of teens was seen, for example, when Deborah 

Cardonick, age 18, appeared in a cheesecake pose, donned in a figure enhancing one-

piece bathing suit as “Miss Press Photographer” for the upcoming 1962 Press 

Photographer’s Ball at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel (Figure 21).7 Four years later in 

1966, a 17 year-old daughter of an Einstein Hospital physician was featured in a pre-

event publicity picture as one of five teens that would attend in official Playboy bunny 

costumes, conditioning her as an object of desire (Figure 22). The committeewomen 

organizers approached the Playboy franchise and the event featured several New York 

club bunnies and two centerfold models as “hostesses.” One of the doctor’s wives chaired 

the event.8 Advertising in the same issues reflected the overt sexuality of women with the 

“double exposure” Jezebel bra. In the earlier 60s, form-enhancing undergarment ads were 



 

more matter of fact (Figures 23, 24), differentiating the later years in the decade as a 

more sexually charged social environment. 

Early in the decade, ethno-centric advertising encouraged women to be the perfect 

Jewish housewife by using kosher products. In 1959, Colgate Palmolive used the visual 

device of King David six pointed stars accompanying a smiling happy housewife (Figure 

25). Fleishmann’s margarine used a similar association with stars of David in 1962 

(Figure 26). The device of making the stars “Jewish” communicated an insider reference 

for Exponent reading housewives. Cigarette brands insinuated themselves in Jewish 

culture, separately geared towards women and men. Winston brand’s specifically ethnic 

ads featured a couple at stereotypical Jewish delis or with family at a holiday dinner, 

cigarettes in hand. One ad included a Sabbath challah bread of absurd proportions 

(Figure 27). Another brand regularly featured stories of obscure figures from early 

American Jewish history, offering civic pride along with the pleasures of smoking. For 

the male reader a less ethnic 1962 ad for Viceroy cigarettes featured an attractive woman 

surrounded by men in ten-gallon hats and suggested her intention to light each of their 

cigarettes (Figure 28). Premium liquors appealed to male vanity with campaigns that 

promised everyone would know they were successful when they switched to Seagrams 

Canadian Club. For over a year, ads for a brand of male girdles attested to its health 

benefits, and the quoted statistics of the longer life span of girdle-wearing women as 

proof. While some advertising was tailored to Jewish readers, the copious marketing of 

general goods is proof that the paper was widely read and able to reach affluent 

consumers. 



 

In Jewish New Year issues of autumn 1966, the Exponent featured articles 

pronouncing the coming year as economically “very steady.” That year, ending in the 

Gregorian calendar month of September 1967, conspicuous consumption was encouraged 

though a proliferation of advertisements for furs, imported designer clothing, dining 

clubs, and Cadillac automobiles. In these, the ads of 1966 align closely with coaxing 

strategies revealed in Vance Packard’s chapter on “Selling Symbols to Upward Strivers” 

in Hidden Persuaders. New high-end city apartments and its outskirts beckoned. An ad 

for the Cedarbrook Hill II apartments reinforced the feminine role by describing its units: 

“…just like a woman…desirable, gracious, elegant, fashionable, beautiful, sophisticated, 

charming, and attractive to men!” (Figure 29). Resorts in the Catskills and Poconos, as 

well as cruise lines regularly marketed in multiple ad pages that promised great food and 

entertainment for the Jewish holidays instead of staying at home. The vacations featured 

top-notch, mostly Jewish, entertainers like Sammy Davis Jr., Jerry Lewis, and Robert 

Goulet. For unmarried singles with disposable income, weekends at resorts competed 

with the newest fad of mail-in computerized dating questionnaires, although sometimes a 

combination of both approaches perhaps increased the success of finding an appropriate 

upper middle class Jewish spouse. From the tenor of advertising and economic 

predictions as seen in the Exponent, the Y’s Museum of Merchandise in May 1967 was 

well timed for a show reflecting clever consumer products to an affluent audience. 

The goals of Ben Wolf, the primary Exponent art columnist of the period, to raise 

the sophistication of the paper’s readers was particularly notable. Unlike any other writer, 

he was introduced with a large picture and a manifesto of his philosophy and intentions: 

he would not write traditional reviews, he would be not be polite or politically correct but 



 

planned on being urbane (Figure 30). The suggestion was that he was a major cultural 

phenomenon and the reader was fortunate that Wolf was so inclined as to communicate 

his knowledge in order to enlighten them. One example of his wit was a full-page column 

in which he held an imaginary conversation with the French Jewish artist Camille 

Pissarro. When he didn’t have time to write his intermittent column, Martin Zipin, an 

artist and professor at Harcum Junior College likewise wrote reviews of local exhibitions 

from a conservative perspective. 

The Arts Council engaged prominent critics and arts professionals well beyond 

the provincial reputations of the Exponent art writers and were announced in the weekly. 

Shows between the ART 1963/A New Vocabulary and the Museum of Merchandise in 

1967 included Banners in January 1964 and which featured New York critic Clement 

Greenberg as the introductory speaker. Sabol and Kron developed a friendly relationship 

with the newly appointed Philadelphia Museum of Art director, Dr. Evan Turner, who 

gave the opening lecture at the October 1964 exhibition Dial Y for Sculpture. In 1966, 

Ivan Karp, director of the Castelli Gallery who by then had a very comfortable 

relationship with the committee, gave the prefatory remarks for How the West has Done, 

a show based on Sabol’s access to the California art scene she discovered during 

vacations. These three shows were groundbreaking, each in their own way. Banners was 

the first to show non-traditional multiples in that they were not in the print medium, Dial 

Y for Sculpture featured vanguard sculpture, and How the West has Done further exposed 

the East Coast to California Funk Art. The Exponent ran pre-event articles for all of these 

events inviting readers to attend, but was received skeptically by the paper’s reviewers, if 

mentioned at all.  



 

A book column appeared in every issue, and the music column was also a regular 

feature. There were weekly write ups of popular Hollywood movies that often, but not 

always, featured a Jewish actor and pictures of beautiful buxom women stars such as 

Elizabeth Taylor, Sophia Loren, and Anita Ekberg regularly accompanied reviews. The 

weekly theater reviews made the most of Philadelphia’s role as a tryout city for 

Broadway.  Major and emerging stars were seen on Philadelphia stages on a regular 

basis. In one week in 1962 Sid Caesar, Jane Fonda, and Dyan Cannon were in Broadway 

bound productions. During the first half of the decade, all columns had generously scaled 

illustrations but later in the decade pictures, beyond major news stories, were mostly 

dedicated to volunteer activities and the peer pressure of fundraising events. 

Two competing philanthropic groups, the United Jewish Appeal and the Allied 

Jewish Appeal eventually merged but the paper promoted all their activities through 

group photographs. The Appeal committees were classified by occupation, and therefore 

made up primarily of men, who were responsible for garnering support for the funds 

among their colleagues and competitors. There were group pictures of physicians, 

investment experts, realtors, storeowners by specialty, insurance specialists, etc. (Figure 

31). Dentists were one of the only vocations with one or two women among them and for 

the most part, pictures of male groups were featured before photos of women’s Appeal 

committees. Women organized by township or town and in 1966 they still knocked on 

doors of their Jewish neighbors for consecutive weeks during the fundraising campaigns.  

The men presumably had different techniques for achieving donations. Women were 

often seen as addressing envelopes or opening mail but men, dressed in suits, were 

depicted as conducting important business with each other (Figure 32).  



 

In 1962, there were 30 Allied Jewish Appeal events in two months. Events at the 

Locust Club, the Jewish alternative to the Union League, were featured in photo spreads 

of head tables, thereby garnering considerable public recognition of the chairs of the male 

committees. By the mid-60s, men participated in fundraising golf tournaments with 

double page piece on their doffing; when there was a women present, she was a “hostess” 

or on the refreshment committee. One should note however, when a female volunteer 

committee member acceded to the highest honor at the Y, chairman of the Arts Council, 

as in the case of Joan Kron in 1967, it merited an announcement with a staged picture 

(Figure 33). 

Announcements in the Exponent were sent by readers and categorized by 

engagements, weddings, academic scholarships, wedding anniversaries, and High 

Holiday greetings. The competitive nature of these listings was not lost on the reader. A 

student’s success in getting a scholarship to the college of their choice was just the 

frosting on the cake and details of grants and prestigious admittances turned down by the 

student were often included as well. I counted the balance of male and female student 

award listings (together in one area of the paper with a picture of each student), and 

bragging about one’s children was an equal opportunity. The typical New Year’s 

greetings from community members were organized in grids and could take up as many 

as 25 pages in each of two or three issues. People were obviously looking to see who sent 

a holiday donation to the paper. Advertisers spent part of their budget on identity ads 

during the holiday issues when kosher food marketing expanded. Even suburban Jews 

observed dietary laws during holidays, especially Passover, although most rejected the 

lifestyle the rest of the year.  



 

Understanding the hierarchy and gender roles as seen through the Exponent 

features, photographs and ads can shed light on the attitude towards women volunteers in 

the 60s. The manner in which they organized themselves, how the mostly male board of 

directors responded to their requests, and what made the Arts Council unusual within and 

outside the YM & YWHA can be better understood. In the next chapter, the Museum of 

Merchandise (MOM) will be discussed within the understanding of the mid-decade 

backdrop of the Exponent. As I will demonstrate, by 1967, the partnership of Sabol and 

Kron, and therefore the Arts Council, abandoned the restrictive conventions of most of 

the committeewomen featured in the Exponent. In fact, by the time of the MOM, there 

was there was no longer an art column at the Exponent to criticize them. By 1967, the 

Arts Council was a citywide and national phenomenon. They seemed less concerned 

about recognition within the Jewish community and in many ways rejected it. 
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1 Marshall Mcluhan, Understanding Media, (New York: McGraw Hill and Company, 
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5 Jewish Exponent January 23, 1959.  
 
6 Jewish Exponent January 28, 1966. 
 
7 Jewish Exponent February 2, 1962. 
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             CHAPTER 5 
 

THE MUSEUM OF MERCHANDISE1 
 

In the five years between ART 1963/A New Vocabulary and the Museum of 

Merchandise (MOM), Audrey Sabol and Joan Kron organized two major exhibitions at 

the YM & YWHA. In each, the women progressively escalated to new heights in creative 

presentation. In 1964’s Dial Y for Sculpture, the catalog consisted of Bell Telephone 

Company mounted wall phones by each work and the visitor used the rotary dial in order 

to hear each artist comment on his or her work.2 Some of the recordings were serious 

reflections and some were irreverent. In the case of Lucas Samaras, the statement 

consisted of heavy breathing. Today we use our cell phones for the same purpose in 

shows at art museums. In How the West Has Done, Sabol and Kron debuted the most 

avant-garde West Coast artists, many never before seen on the East Coast.3 By 1967, 

Sabol and Kron produced their last Y exhibition, “a dry goods” store, known as the 

Museum of Merchandise (MOM).4 The opening night production demonstrated the duo’s 

sophisticated understanding of performance art. Both the evening event and the 

exhibition were featured in newspapers and television throughout the United States.  

It was a sculptural installation stocked with artist made furniture, clothing, 

jewelry and other household items with varying degrees of everyday function. It reflected 

the cultural blurring of the relationship between commerce and fine art that had 

developed to a point where it was at times difficult to separate one from the other. 

Several of the artists of the era had advertising backgrounds that they integrated into their 

gallery-destined work such as window display (Rauschenberg and Johns), shoe ads and 

window display (Warhol), and billboard painting and window display (Rosenquist).5 An 



 

example of the practice of the period was the artist Tom Wesselmann who cut out images 

of commercial products directly from billboards graphics and magazines and pasted them 

into his diversely scaled collages. His estate has dozens of affirmative responses from 

manufacturers when he asked for copies of their billboard art to use in his collages. They 

eagerly sent him materials at company expense, with only a few asking for a photograph 

of the finished work in return.6 Such relationships had mutual benefits. For some 

companies, the artist expanded their logos into icons, such as Coca-Cola or Volkswagen, 

and the artist raised his own marketability through incorporating recognizable consumer 

products. In some instances, the full cycle included a company then using the artist’s 

work in their advertising. Sabol and Kron took advantage of these practices when they 

approached manufacturers to establish partnerships with artists for the MOM products. At 

times, companies retaliated against unauthorized associations with a particular artist, as 

we will see in the case of Warhol and the Museum of Merchandise.  

Kron observed that although Pop artists worked with everyday objects, many had 

a hard time designing something functional.7 In a New York Times article, Grace Glueck 

summarized the intention of Sabol and Kron as to “bridge the gap between design and 

fine art by presenting consumer goods ‘designed and adapted by the artist for the 

collector.’”8 Very aware of contemporary marketing theory, Kron owned copies of Vance 

Packard’s Hidden Persuaders and Dr. Ernest Dichter’s The Strategy of Desire, and both 

Sabol and Kron attended Buckminster Fuller and Marshall McLuhan lectures where each 

man spoke about new approaches to nearly everything, including marketing to 

consumers.9 By this time, the secrets of subliminal marketing manipulation in post-war 

consumer culture were well known. Packard reported the enlightened observation by a 



 

department store owner, “For many people, shopping seems to be a form of leisure in 

itself,” a concept that expanded in the 60s.10 Shopping as entertainment was exactly the 

intent of the Museum of Merchandise and appropriately timed because it took place the 

same year the Exponent predicted a bull market for the Jewish year of 5727. Sabol and 

Kron lured those consumers through their creative marketing of fun products, some the 

result of surprising pairings of artists and manufacturers that they could wear or use in 

their homes. Determined to play out the concept of a “dry goods store,” Sabol and Kron 

envisioned a temporary show every bit as sophisticated as any museum could mount but 

which expanded upon what more traditional arts institutions presented. For the Museum 

of Merchandise, Kron’s theater training was clearly at work but she was also, at heart, an 

innovative marketer.11 

To accomplish this outsized and outlandish finale to their Arts Council 

experience, the Museum of Merchandise took more than curatorial skills. The private 

business partnerships of Sabol and Kron outside the realm of the Arts Council were 

essential in their development as entrepreneurs in commissioning art multiples. This led 

to their ability to identify interesting artist-made products and cajole additional artists into 

making objects for the 1967 shopping themed exhibition. They were inspired by one of 

the Y shows in 1964 that brought a traveling selection of artist-designed banners 

produced by Barbara Kulicke’s Betsy Ross Flag and Banner Company. Sabol and Kron 

were not publically given credit but they were the contacts with Kulicke.12 Sabol and 

Kron initiated their first company because they couldn’t find tote bags they wanted to 

buy. As consumers, they invented a niche product for buyers who appreciated witty and 

stylish objects, elevating a product that served a mundane purpose. A few of their friends 



 

asked for them and soon Sabol and Kron were making them under the Beautiful Bag 

Company name with a sole product of stenciled canvas bags. These bags that simply 

stated what they were (the Beautiful Bag Co.) in bold stenciled letters on canvas predate 

the similarly simple iconic Bloomingdale’s “big brown bag” by ten years.13 They also 

evoked a Fluxus sensibility in presenting the obvious in an unexpected manner (Figures 

35, 36). The women were “hands on” with Sabol stenciling the carryalls, but later they 

used fabricators to make the objects that were then packaged and shipped from Sabol’s 

Villanova home. The company morphed into several others dedicated to the creation of 

art multiples; some were their own designs, while others were done in partnership with 

artists. While they covered their costs in some of the ventures, none seems to have 

brought in considerable income, especially when the proceeds were split four ways as 

was the case with dinnerware made in partnership with Roy Lichtenstein. The thrill of 

entrepreneurship and public attention seemed to satisfy them.  

After initial forays into businesses partnerships, Sabol and Kron approached the 

Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1964 with their concept for a permanent Museum Friends 

store of artist-made multiples but they were rebuffed.14 Sabol and Kron’s proposal 

required that the duo supply the products, sales staff and a bookkeeper.  It would be a 

volunteer committee. They seemed willing to move out of the Y and devote their efforts 

to this enterprise. Kron doesn’t recall them making a formal pitch to the PMA board but 

received a letter declining their proposal. In her opinion, she thinks they were seen as 

nonprofessional housewives and being Jewish probably didn’t help their cause.15 

Undeterred, the women continued to form new businesses with alliterated names such as 

the Stunning Stationery Company, the Lovely Luggage Company, the Rare Ring 



 

Company and the Beootiful Tattoo Company. For Sabol and Kron, the store concept had 

to take form in one way or another. It was probably advantageous to work autonomously 

through the Arts Council without the encumbrance of staid tastes and museum politics.  

Sabol and Kron’s various companies were written up in a New York Times article 

titled, “2 Housewives Form ‘Almost a Cartel’” in August of 1965 and they were referred 

to by their preferred titles of Joan Kron and Audrey Sabol. Accompanied by an image of 

them holding their innovative blinking EAT pin designed by artist Robert Indiana, Kron 

was quoted, “I personally feel that in our civilization you must be a manufacturer to 

really be someone,” suggesting that owning a business was important for women (Figure 

36).16 Sabol and Kron originated the concept of putting tiny flashing battery powered 

lights within a one syllable word in the form of a brooch, under their enterprise named 

The Genuine Electric Company. A letter to “Mrs. Joan Kron” from a patent attorney 

dated July 1965 demonstrates their attempt to protect the idea, but they may have 

received incomplete advice.17 It proved difficult to patent the technology, but they more 

than likely could have received a design patent, something the attorney failed to 

mention.18 Such clarification in their business with artists may have later garnered them a 

licensing fee from the Revlon Company, who obtained rights to a LOVE ring Indiana 

originally made for Sabol and Kron’s Rare Ring Company. The concept to turn a 

prototype of Indiana 1966 sculpture of the word love into a ring was by Sabol and 

Kron.19 In the original partnership, the profits were split three ways between Sabol, Kron, 

and Indiana. A few years later, Sabol was astounded when she saw the identical ring 

offered as a gift with purchase of Revlon cosmetics noting that, “He [Indiana] must have 

gotten a load of dough from Revlon to do that.”20 She consulted a lawyer who advised 



 

her it wasn’t worth her while to sue him. Indiana did not register his copyright, a cause of 

angst for the artist, but he had arrangements with companies to market the iconic image.21 

It appears Sabol thought of her original contributions to the products as proprietary, such 

as the case of Indiana, where it was her idea to convert Love into a ring. 

Probably the most successful of the businesses was a result of Sabol’s 

ingeniousness. She saw a Roy Lichtenstein sculpture of stacked dishes at Castelli Gallery 

and thought of inverting the concept from sculpture into usable place settings. 

Lichtenstein created the dish stencils for the tableware produced by Jackson China under 

Sabol and Kron’s the Durable Dish Company.22 The proceeds were split four ways 

between the artist, Castelli Gallery, Sabol, and Kron. Available to the public on October 

1, 1966, they sold out the run of 800 signed and numbered sets by the conclusion of the 

Museum of Merchandise in May 1967. Christin Mamiya observed that the dishes were 

marketed through art periodicals, mailings and brochures but that “

      Around the same period, Sabol also 

ventured into publishing in 1966 when she provided the capital for Ed Ruscha, whom she 

knew through the committee’s project, How the West has Done, for his first 

professionally published edition Standard Station at her urging.24 He hadn’t considered 

turning his painting into a print. As housewives, Sabol and Kron enjoyed coming up with 

the ideas but once brought to fruition, they put the companies aside, like toys that no 

longer fascinated them. Other women were developing businesses featuring artist 

multiples such as Marian Goodman and Rosa Esman in New York, but Sabol and Kron 

produced the greatest range of products in numbered editions and often wearable or 

useful everyday objects. 



 

There were precedents for shopping themed exhibitions. Kron recalls being 

prodded by Billy Klüver to visit Oldenburg’s temporary store while it was open in 

December 1961 and she attended his Ray Gun performances.25 One assumes she and 

Sabol also went to the 1964 month-long exhibition at Bianchini Gallery, the American 

Supermarket, with items that would have been close to their appreciation and 

manufacturing of artist signed and numbered items such as the exhibition’s screen-

printed paper shopping bags at $12 apiece.26 The concept of artist-designed shopping 

bags quickly became a marketing strategy after Bloomingdales introduced the concept in 

a store promotion in 1961.27 Organized by Paul Bianchini, Ben Birillo, and Dorothy 

Herzka, the American Supermarket consisted of grocery-themed one of-a-kind objects 

and multiples. Artist friends who Sabol and Kron knew well from the Y’s 1962 show, 

such as Oldenburg, Watts, and Lichtenstein, participated and therefore the show was 

surely on the women’s radar.28 Shortly after the American Supermarket show, Sabol 

began to collect articles about artists who made clothing, home décor, and other 

household objects.  

In comparing the poster/invitations of the American Supermarket and the Museum 

of Merchandise shows, one can note similarities and differences in concepts. The 

American Supermarket circular has elements of a real grocery ad with contour-lined five 

pointed stars and superimposed verbiage common in food marketing such as “free give-a-

ways,” “Bonanza,” popular brand name staples hijacked by Warhol, and grocery items 

like bread, produce, eggs, and meat (Figure 37). All were made in long-lasting mediums 

ironically extending the shelf life of what looked like perishables. Sam Maitin’s design 

for the MOM poster/circular/invitation also incorporates common sales slogans to lure 



 

excited consumers such as “Sale of The Year!,” “This is a Must!,” “Your Big Chance,” 

and the tempting temporary looking paste up: “Going Out of Business,” complete with 

final date (Figure 38). The layout of the poster is divided into what the ladies referred to 

as “depARTment” store sections for home, fashion, candy, sporting goods, garden 

supplies, and stationery.  

Bianchini’s show and the Arts Council’s MOM shared the idea of piped-in music 

but in the case of the Y, a subliminal element was added with the low volume chant of 

“Buy Art” endlessly repeated in varying incantations by participating artists, devised by 

young composer Steve Reich. This is supported by McLuhan’s writings:  

Ads seem to work on the very advanced principle that a small pellet or 
pattern in a noisy, redundant barrage of repetition will gradually assert 
itself….they are quite in accord with brainwashing.29  

 
The layouts and environments of the exhibitions were very different. The Bianchini show 

presented a grocery with verisimilitude. In it, a visitor might be confused as to whether or 

not the food and household products were real and question if the prices were in dollars 

or cents a pound. Its entrance was a turnstile. The show highlighted the cultural 

quandaries of consumer culture and Pop Art. A similar dilemma occurred in the MoMA’s 

The Responsive Eye in 1965. An Op Art extravaganza, the viewer was not sure whether 

to trust what they saw.30 Fashion, home decoration and art were closely aligned in 

popular magazines such as Vogue.31 

The Museum of Merchandise was an artwork, much like the catalog Kron 

conceived for ART 1963/A New Vocabulary and the phone catalog for Dial Y for 

Sculpture. Admirers of Toronto Pop philosopher Marshall McLuhan, Kron and Sabol 

quoted him liberally in press releases for MOM with adages such as “don’t just put art in 



 

the environment, turn the environment into a work of art!”32 Inspired by the McLuhan 

quote, Sabol and Kron conceived the show as an art installation containing one-of-a-kind 

Pop, Op, Minimal, New Realist, Fluxus and California Funk objects. Inspired by artists 

Sabol found through her voracious reading and clipping habit, Sabol’s files included a 

feature on a fake Store Front by Christo and a story on Les Levine’s sensory 

environments constructed of new materials such as reflective Mylar. She approached 

them both, asking Christo to make the store entrance and challenged Levine to come up 

with something unique and flamboyant. Levine’s design was just that, since he sprayed 

the entire space with a thick layer of polyurethane foam that hardened into usable wall 

surface. The cave-like space was lit with projected slides of different colored gels. The 

poster/invitation even gives McLuhan credit, for at the top in small print it reads: 

“Conceived and produced by Audrey Sabol and Joan Kron, based on an idea by Marshall 

McLuhan.” Crediting themselves was an indication that they, as a creative team, were a 

brand name.  

Sabol personally contacted all of the artists in her very informal but enthusiastic 

manner. Those who knew her were quickly on board. Sabol was able to communicate 

with the new artists as one of them, even though she was not then a working artist herself. 

They responded creatively to Sabol’s approach, many with carefully crafted letters that 

are excellent examples of period mail art.  Often her letters would inquire if they drank 

(in a manner that made it clear she did), something Friedan noted as epidemic among 

housewives.33 Some of the artists were already on the cusp of mass manufacturing 

success like Phil Orenstein, a member of the Rutgers X, who was to about to scale up to a 

large factory for his screen-printed designs on inflatable transparent vinyl pillows.34 In 



 

Sabol’s mind, some of her pairings could introduce the cutting edge artist to additional 

sources of income. The key idea was to provide a consumer audience with fun, attractive 

items to purchase. In Sabol and Kron’s scheme artists were paired with manufacturers in 

what they called “symbiotic” relationships.   

While this concept may seem related to the recently formed Experiments in Art 

and Technology (E.A.T.), founded in October 1966, it is quite different.35  Sabol and 

Kron wanted artists to make functional consumer objects, demonstrating to companies 

the commercial potential of working with artists. The volunteer engineers affiliated with 

E.A.T collaborated with an artist on any concept without profit viability. They were to 

serve the whims of the artist, and materials, and time spent were donated. In the case of 

Sabol and Kron’s efforts to form partnerships between artists and manufacturers, the 

industrialist always weighed the bottom line. Some of the artworks in MOM pre-existed, 

but Sabol and Kron were thinking of artist-designed “everything” from perfume to car 

finishes. There was some crossover with MOM artists who had used E.A.T. to help them 

troubleshoot, such as Robert Breer for his moving paperweights, or even Sabol and Kron 

who beseeched Klüver to help them find the tiny batteries they needed for their EAT 

pin.36  

The acronym for Experiments in Technology and Indiana’s brooch word were 

coincidentally the same. The artist’s pin was a redesign of his EAT sculpture/blinking 

sign on the exterior of the 1964/1965 World’s Fair New York State Pavilion and the 

brooch project predates the founding of E.A.T by at least a year.37 It was not an exact 

scaled down replica of the pavilion sign as Sabol asserted in her letter to Klüver. The sign 

had five single letters in an “X” configuration with two E’s two T’s and an A in the 



 

center. The brooch consists of three letters in a row, a transformation of Indian’s original 

“X” shaped design.  In my 2001 interview with Klüver, he said the MOM concept was 

uninteresting to him and made it clear he was not involved in the show. Therefore, I 

doubt Sabol and Kron were inspired by E.A.T and they likely produced their pin 

independent of the artist/engineering collaborative but they benefitted from advice from 

electrical engineers, predating the formation of E.A.T.38 The women gave a wink to 

E.A.T when they referred to their opening event in their MOM press release as “A sorta 9 

evenings in the Armory compressed into one night at the gym: ‘real-time’ software 

event,” something only art insiders would appreciate. 

MOM objects included footstool-scale ceramic roses (Robert Arneson); chairs 

(such as Phil Orenstein’s Mass Art inflatable chair); light fixtures (James Rosenquist’s 

Doorstop and others); tables and custom painted car (Dean Fleming); and rugs (Nancy 

Graves Camel Rug and Richard Anuszkiewicz’s Carpet Corner), among many (see 

Appendix B). The Window Shade Manufacturers Association worked with Geoffrey 

Hendricks to produce shades with cloud patterns that gave a total look combined with his 

matching cloud motif pillowcases. The concept of window shades, which when pulled 

down not only allowed for privacy but continued enjoyment of the bluest sky and white 

puffy clouds night and day, was typical of the mind-bending fun the show provided. An 

optical illusion, the items like the cloud theme were more related to Surrealism than Op, 

the theme of the Museum of Modern Art’s 1965 exhibition, The Responsive Eye. 

However, Anuszkiewicz’s room-scaled Carpet Corner was Op. Ratsy and Lapthorn, 

sailmakers, worked with Larry Zox for a sailboat.  Andy Warhol spray-painted Coke 

bottles silver were unauthorized containers for his toilet water, Eau de Andy perfume. Its 



 

pre-event publicity caught the attention of the legal department of the Coca-Cola 

Company and an attorney demanded the Arts Council to cease and desist selling them.  

Kron, in her unflappable way, worked around the order by supplying an empty Warhol 

bottle as a gift of purchase with Warhol’s perfume, renamed by the artist just prior to the 

show with the double entendre, You’re In. Jewelry included the Robert Indiana LOVE 

ring and a Marisol designed self-portrait gold ring, also made for Sabol and Kron’s Rare 

Ring Company. There were only a few prototypes made of the EAT pin, and a buyer 

would have spent 250 dollars for a brooch that blinked for a total of five hours (priced 

down from the 400 dollars mentioned in Sabol’s letter to Klüver about obtaining tiny 

batteries).  Kron’s description on a label for MOM stated that it was transistorized and 

rechargeable. Of Sabol and Kron’s products, The LOVE ring and Lichtenstein dishes sold 

out, but the tableware had been previously marketed by the duo before the show 

opened.39  

 The Arts Council had perfected the publicity machine. Articles about Museum of 

Merchandise proliferated from East to West Coast including major outlets such as the 

New York Times, Women’s Wear Daily, San Francisco Chronicle, McCall’s, House and 

Garden, Newsweek and Time magazine. “The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson” called 

after reading about the MOM and offered Kron an opportunity to talk about items on live 

television. Kron packed up a selection of works in the show and ad-libbed her 

descriptions of unusual art objects to millions of late-night viewers.40  

 The opening night of the MOM, titled “Body Packaging,” was one of the most 

creative ever attempted for a Philadelphia exhibition. Sabol invited artists to provide 

designs for clothing manufacturers such as Wes Wilson’s body stockings for the Warner 



 

Slimware Lingerie Company. Members of the U.S. Olympic women’s gymnastics team 

and top-rated male gymnasts wore them as they performed on Nissen regulation 

apparatus. Kron convinced the sports equipment company to send balance beams and 

more from its Iowa headquarters just for the night.41 A male model astride a motorcycle 

wore one of California artist-biker Billy Al Bengston’s jockey-inspired jackets. Other 

artist’s one-of-a-kind pieces included the Wedding Dress designed by Christo comprised 

of fabric wrapped boxes and paired with a neon bridal bouquet by Stephen Antonakos. A 

female model tied to the “dress” dragged it through the gym like a ball and chain, perhaps 

a comment on the institution of marriage. A car painted by Dean Fleming was parked 

outside the Y for opening night, but it was not for sale and belonged to the Sabols. 

Commentary by model and fashion personality Tiger Morse was complemented with 

play-by-play by Tom Brookshire, sports announcer and all-pro defensive half-back for 

the 1960 Philadelphia Eagles, likely a connection through Ed Sabol’s NFL films. 

“Woody’s Truck Stop,” a popular local band, provided live music described in the 

event’s broadsheet, Women’s Wear Rarely [a spoof on the trade journal Women’s Wear 

Daily], as “folk-rock-circus.” Jim McWilliams, the head of communications and 

typography at Philadelphia College of Art, directed the outrageous evening.  

 Among the artists who returned to the Y for the MOM show were Robert 

Arneson, Robert Breer, Jim Dine, Allan Kaprow, Paul Harris, Robert Indiana, Roy 

Lichtenstein, James Melchert, Robert Rauschenberg, James Rosenquist, Ed Ruscha, 

Robert Watts, and William T. Wiley.  Artists and manufacturers were caught up in the 

tongue-in-cheek attitude of the show and Wiley suggested to Sabol that a great use for his 

limited edition lithographed linen napkins would be for the owner to invite famous artists 



 

for dinner and frame the different results (fried chicken or “Chinese” were on his 

suggested menu).42 Among the first time exhibitors in Philadelphia were Nancy Graves 

and her husband, Richard Serra. Graves was the more established artist, and brought 

some truly memorable pieces such as her Camel Rug, literally a hide of a three-humped 

camel. Serra wrote to Sabol, without mentioning his wife, asserting his promise as an 

artist, including the fact that he showed in the same gallery as Oldenburg and Christo in 

Rome, Italy.  He asked to be considered for inclusion. Sabol and Kron acquiesced, and he 

collaborated with Graves, providing a black rubber-lined dressing room for her black 

rubber underwear. Sabol recalled that Serrra’s ego was nearly unbearable and the black 

rubber room evoked memories of the not-so-removed in time Holocaust.43 There were 73 

artists who sent works for the exhibition, including works that would be on view just 

during the performance opening such as Christo’s Wedding Dress.  

In the final budget report, there must have some concern by the board of directors 

in that the project had a net loss of $1,841.75. This figure does not include a donation of 

$938 by Sabol to cover incidental expenses that she expected would be rejected by the 

board. One Arts Council patron couple, the Kardons, contributed $400 to the budget. 

Income included over $1,000 in paid admissions, at $.50 apiece, but presumably many 

more visitors entered, including press, artists and manufactures, and other invited guests. 

Sales totaled $627. Many objects were low in price such as a dollar for a small Orenstein 

vinyl pillow, $2 for a box of Bici Hendricks stationary and it is not clear if Sabol and 

Kron’s products were included in the net sales. Among the highest retail prices was a 

Pistoletto mirror for $900, Arman’s see through Plexiglas “litter basket” of trash for 

$1,000 and the Anuszkiewicz carpet corner for $2000, none of which sold. In kind 



 

donations included those by Arts Council husbands including Judy Golden’s spouse, Joel, 

who fabricated the original Dean Fleming table for the MOM while local businesses like 

Kahn’s Department Store donated the materials for Christo’s Store Front, which led to its 

fuzzy ownership status. However, by that reasoning, Reich’s Muzak-style chant was Y 

property, since the institution and Sabol split the cost for his recording equipment. When 

I contacted Reich about rights to the tape, he made it very clear he was the owner of Buy 

Art, Buy Art. 

There were many novel ideas that evolved from the commerce-artist partnerships 

at the MOM and it took years before some of the ideas were embraced in the marketplace 

such as Indiana’s LOVE ring, blinking pins, and cloud themed sheets. The critics reveled 

in response. The Museum of Merchandise or, MOM as Joan Kron described it in the last 

line of her press release, spelled WOW upside down.  The show crossed all barriers. It 

was art, entertainment, fashion, utilitarian, and it was sport. The Arts Council was known 

throughout the United States and proved that it could attract virtually any artist in the 

world. This show was not forgotten due to the perfected publicity machine and the 

notoriety of Sabol and Kron. But they were done with projects at the Y. They were spent 

and bored, still housewives, looking for something else to do.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

As the result of further investigation through this thesis, I have new insights into 

the Arts Council. When I arrived as curator at the Gershman Y in 1998, the institutional 

memory about the 1960s exhibitions consisted of a few board members who mentioned 

some remarkable history. Searching storage areas, I found there wasn’t much more than a 

few posters and an issue of the Journal of Archives of American Art. The publication 

contained a 1987 essay by Marina Pacini on the Arts Council based on Sabol and Kron’s 

recently deposited files at the Archives of American Art of the Smithsonian Institution.  

If not for the donation of their papers, nearly all documentation would have disappeared 

because the Y did not save records beyond what was required by auditors. In addition, an 

important vestige of Sabol and Kron’s work found a path to the Y shortly after I arrived. 

As it happens, the Philadelphia Museum of Art kept the Museum of Merchandise Christo 

Storefront in its storage for over 30 years and was about to dispose of it, with the artist’s 

approval. The work went directly to the museum from the MOM, where it was on display 

for a few years. The museum made one last call to the Y in order to close its file on the 

matter, and my instinct was to save it, with Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s cooperation. 

Eventually, the Storefront was moved in pieces to Y gallery storage and I began to 

seriously consider how to present a show on the Arts Council. The Philadelphia 

Exhibitions Initiative of the Pew Charitable Trusts funded my research for the project as 

well as the 2003 exhibition and catalog, A Happening Place. However, as a result of this 

thesis investigation, I am able to add to the understanding of the Fine Arts committee’s 

major accomplishments within the context of its period culture.  



 

As to the question of why the groundbreaking show, ART 1963/A New 

Vocabulary, was overlooked in Pop Art chronologies, the answer is two-fold. The 

misleading title was one reason. Sabol and Kron’s next project, Dial Y for Sculpture of 

October 1964, was nearly titled New Dimensions ’65. Early press releases had gone out 

with ’65 in the title, but the Fine Arts Committee changed it a month before the opening 

to reflect its innovative telephonic catalog. These “futuristic” titles may reflect a trend in 

culture beyond the Y, especially since the space race and world’s fairs such as the one in 

Queens, New York, encouraged the possibilities of the near future. Consumer marketing 

also incorporated the next year in the rolling out of products such, as is the case with 

automobiles and would also reflect the vanguard as the most innovative in trends. 

Secondly, the show did not get national press. It was widely reviewed in Philadelphia but 

it was virtually unknown in New York and elsewhere. The fledgling volunteer exhibition 

organizers at this time lacked the publicity skills and connections to attract New York and 

national reviews. The only New York exposure was a small block ad the Y placed in the 

New York Times with a list of participating artists and the information that a “Dictionary 

of 75” words was available for one dollar, a situation that would greatly change during 

the decade as the committee honed its marketing skills. As novices, Sabol and Kron 

couldn’t get publicity outside of Philadelphia, but as they progressed they learned how to 

achieve recognition for themselves and attention for their shows. By 1967, their 

marketing strategies got them national press. A few of the women would later hold 

important professional P.R. positions and opened their own agencies. The results are 

evident with The Museum of Merchandise being acknowledged in most scholarly work 

on Pop multiples.1  



 

 

A show in California, New Paintings of Common Objects, ended just before the 

Y’s ART 1963/A New Vocabulary.  It was held at an art museum and organized by 

curator Walter Hopps. Fortuitously, the Hopps show was reviewed in Artforum, a 

California based art journal so new that the article was contained in the first volume and 

was likely not well distributed. John Coplans’s article, “The New Paintings of Common 

Objects,” as far as I can tell, is the only accessible documentation that survived besides a 

poster, but it was very thorough and served the purpose of a post-show catalog. Hopps’s 

clear concept was to present the group of artists as recasting the tradition of still life 

painting within a contemporary sensibility. The artists included Jim Dine, Robert Dowd, 

Joseph (Joe) Goode, Philip Hefferton, Roy Lichtenstein, Ed Ruscha, Wayne Thiebaud, 

and Andy Warhol. Of the artists in New Paintings of Common Objects, only Dine and 

Lichtenstein overlapped with the Y show.  

In the early 60s, the American East and West Coast art scenes were quite 

independent of each other and Hopps made a concerted effort to bring work from New 

York (Dine, Lichtenstein, and Warhol) to Pasadena. All of the other artists, including two 

from Michigan (Dowd and Hefferton) and two from Oklahoma City (Goode and Ruscha) 

were already settled in California by 1960. Wayne Thiebaud was Californian. The 

Artforum article was generously illustrated, containing the images of works by Dowd, 

Hefferton, Lichtenstein, Ruscha, and Warhol. Every artist in the show, such as then 

recent L.A. art school graduates Ruscha and Goode and older artists like Lichtenstein and 

Thiebaud, was given a short biographical description. Coplans’s understanding of 

Hopps’s thesis put the artists within a genre tradition and pointedly referred to the term 



 

“pop art” in his comprehensive timeline of “the object” as subject at the end of the article. 

In lieu of national journal reviews, a traditional catalog could have survived ART 1963/A 

New Vocabulary and then be later discovered by scholars. However, given that the long 

loose pages were bound with only a clothespin, the unconventional Y catalog had to be 

either rolled or folded and therefore became rare ephemera. The document contains 

valuable information but, unfortunately, the fragile nature of the publication virtually 

sealed the show’s fate as obscure history. However, even today, the catalog reveals the 

prescient intuitive choices made by the organizers and the participants in the exhibition. It 

should be noted that some of these artists were being grouped together in mass-market 

magazines, perhaps seen by Sabol around the period she was familiarizing herself with 

New York galleries. For instance, Dine, Lichtenstein, Oldenburg, Rosenquist, Warhol 

and Wesselmann appeared in a feature on the Village scene in the June 1962 issue of  

Mademoiselle magazine.2 

On the other hand, the New Realism show at Sidney Janis Gallery opened a week 

before the Y exhibition closed. It had a traditional catalog, received a dedicated review in 

the New York Times and appeared in national art journals such as Arts and Art 

International.  The New York Times singled out Jim Dine, George Segal, Wayne 

Thiebaud, and Andy “Warohl” (misspelled). The general tone of the review was similar 

to the flippant ones in Philadelphia but the reviewer stated, “In Mr. Janis’s definition of 

the ‘new realist’ art, the touchstone is the ‘daily object” and therefore the Janis show was 

aligned with Hopps’s exhibition in the concept of common objects but with a broader 

international reach.3 The term “pop” is used twice in the October 31st New York Times 

review of the Janis show and eight times in the Arts review but appears nowhere in 



 

Philadelphia reviews of the Y show.4 ART 1963/A New Vocabulary and the New Realism 

show both include many of the same artists, and the works crossed disciplines. Both 

included European “New Realists” and what critics termed “neo dada.”5 In my opinion, 

there is no reason one show should be considered a Pop show and the other not, in terms 

of labeling and the Y show was more targeted to showcase the newest ideas, including a 

Happening. On the heels of the Janis exhibition, the MoMA curator Peter Selz has been 

credited as giving American Pop a formal introduction by sorting out the definition 

conundrum at a symposium at the Museum of Modern Art on December 13, 1962.6 His 

slide presentation included many of the artists in the Pasadena, Philadelphia, and Janis 

exhibitions in order to demonstrate who was in the group and who was peripheral.7 Selz 

was mentioned as a mentor to the Arts Council show in Gertrude Benson’s Exponent 

article and therefore it was likely that he was aware of the Y’s chronological position at 

the time of the symposium. However, knowledge of the Y show did not consistently 

transfer to scholars who wrote Pop chronologies. An early 1966 anthology on Pop by 

Lucy Lippard makes no mention of it. One of the most influential books on Pop, Stephen 

Henry Madoff’s compendium Pop Art: A Critical History, excluded it in his timeline but 

includes, as do most lists, the Pasadena show and the Janis’ exhibition of the New 

Realists. The Y show does not appear in general books on Pop such as by Marco 

Livingston. However, as I will demonstrate, mention of the show did appear sporadically 

in period catalogs and in some artist-specific books but was omitted in others.  Currently 

one can search online for some artist estate website chronologies that include the Y 

exhibition.  



 

In the spring 1963 Guggenheim show, Six Painters and the Object, curator 

Lawrence Alloway never used the term “Pop” in his essay except in a footnote that 

referred to his earlier writings.8 Alloway is credited by many as the originator of the term 

during his association with Independent Group in England in the 50s (some give the 

credit for the term to artist Richard Hamilton, a member of the group). This circle 

included artists and art historians with a mutual interest in popular culture and laid the 

groundwork for American artists who explored post-war consumer culture. The artists 

showed together and the historians lectured and wrote about their ideas. It is therefore 

interesting that even though he was a newly appointed curator at the museum, Alloway 

chose not to use the word “Pop” in his essay for the 1963 group show at the Guggenheim, 

suggesting he saw a difference between the intentions of the English and American 

movements. 

 Only Jim Dine included the YM & YWHA show in his Guggenheim catalog 

biography. Johns, Lichtenstein, Rauschenberg and Rosenquist, all of whom appeared in 

the same Y show, did not. Perhaps this can be explained through Dine’s personal 

investment in the Y show, as one of the men that hung it, while the other artists 

communicated through their galleries. Dine lists the ART 1963/A New Vocabulary catalog 

as containing his statement, and by mentioning the Y show, he believed this particular 

statement was important. Not every painter in the Guggenheim exhibition included a list 

where his artist statements could be found, but Dine’s submission to the ART 196/A New 

Vocabulary catalog was, in hindsight, significant:  

My paintings are involved with “objects.” At a time when the 
consumption of same is so enormous I find the most effective picture of 



 

them to be not a transformation of romantic distortion but a straight smack 
right there attitude.  I am interested in their own presence.9  

 
Dine squarely placed his work in the tradition of objects, germane to all of the 

exhibitions: Pasadena, Philadelphia, the Sidney Janis Gallery, and the Guggenheim. The 

only artist not in both the Art 1963/A New Vocabulary and Six Painters and the Object 

was Warhol. In her Archives of American Art interview, Sabol made it clear she didn’t 

care for Warhol and his name didn’t come up in a significant way in Klüver’s letters. 

Warhol was included in later Arts Council events, but his invitations came through Kron.  

As mentioned, Klüver considered the Y show first in the presentation of the 

newest ideas. He wrote an unpublished essay, “The Factualists,” for the exhibition but his 

composition was not used and the term failed to gain traction.10 The designation is used 

in ART 1963/A New Vocabulary’s dictionary style catalogue under “fact” but carried no 

more visual weight than any other entry: 

                                   fact. n. the American Tradition. Estab- 
  lishing the fact avoids sentimentality, 

              theorizing, arrogance, academies, 
              arguments, critics, manifestos.  The 
              single most important word for the 
              current movement. One can call the 
              artists “The Factualists.” B.K. 

 
Sidney Janis mentioned the term “Factual” not only in his New Realist exhibition catalog 

frontispiece but also in his essay:  

As the Abstract Expressionist became the world recognized [sic] painter of 
the 50s, the new Factual artist (referred to as the POP Artist in England, 
the Polymaterialist in Italy, and here as in France, as the New Realists) 
may already have proved to be the pacemaker of the 60s.  
 

He credited his wife, Harriet, with the first appearance of the term “Factualists” in her 

1962 book written with Rudi Blesh.11 There are some differences between Klüver’s and 



 

Janis/Blesh’s definition. The latter at times modifies the term as “factual realists” and 

designates it as more appropriate to “Neo Dada.” They define it as: “We suggest the 

name ‘factualism.’ No movement in Western art has been so directly involved with 

facts…it carries implications, overtones, references to many levels of reality.” Klüver did 

not modify the term with a second word. He considers “Factualists” completely 

American.12 He did not credit Janis and Blesh so it is not clear who coined this phrase. 

The term quickly disappeared in favor of “Pop” in American art parlance. Janis and 

Blesh’s book mentioned many of the recent Happenings by title including Kaprow’s, but 

did not include the Y’s Chicken therefore the manuscript may have been written after 

Klüver’s essay. In consideration of this analysis, in my opinion, credit must be given to 

the Hopps as organizing the first American group show of the new art, with the Y’s show 

second and Janis Gallery’s the New Realists third.13 

An example of the exclusion of ART 1963/A New Vocabulary in chronologies 

includes the Sam Hunter and Don Hawthorne 1984 book on George Segal. The only 

group show listed in 1962 is the New Realists and the Y show does not appear in the list 

under 1963 group exhibitions. Either someone made the decision to exclude the show or 

the record was lost. Kaprow used photographs from Chicken in his 1966 book on 

Happenings but never mentioned the venue, as was the case in most of the pictures he 

included. The show does not appear in the chronology in Collaborations, a 2009 book 

about Jean Tinguely and Robert Rauschenberg. It is included in Joan Marter’s Off Limits, 

a book on the Rutgers X, but only as the venue for Chicken; it also excludes the 

information on the other Rutgers artists in ART 1963/A New Vocabulary while including 

the artists as being in the New Realists show. Online, one can find the exhibition in some 



 

artist exhibition chronologies such as at the Roy Lichtenstein Foundation. I use every 

opportunity to correct the oversight of the Art 1963/A New Vocabulary by placing the 

catalog for A Happening Place in appropriate archives and university libraries. In 

addition, I’ve contacted scholars when I learn there is new catalogue raisonné in progress 

for artists who participated in the show. Just recently, I sent the catalog to the James 

Rosenquist archive, which is in the process of reconstituting a library and updating its 

website after a fire destroyed the artist’s studio.  

This thesis also considered how the Fine Arts committee compared to the 

activities of other volunteers and other fine arts presenters in Philadelphia. It is evident 

that the Jewish Exponent artist-critics didn’t endorse avant-garde activities. Martin Zipin, 

in a 1965 article on the 50th anniversary of the Philadelphia Art Alliance, goes so far as to 

conclude that:  

…the Philadelphia art world was made aware of happenings by the 
sponsorship of the YM-YWHA [sic] and Andy Warhol was introduced 
under the mantle of the University of Pennsylvania. In both these instances 
the Art Alliance can consider itself lucky that the honor of introduction 
fell to other institutions.14  
 
As I have demonstrated, the duo of Sabol and Kron was prescient with ideas such 

as for a “store” at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The Philadelphia Craft Show, 

founded in 1977 and still run by volunteers for the benefit of the PMA, is related in 

concept to the aforementioned museum proposal submitted to PMA by the women in 

1964. Today, retail is no longer limited to a dedicated space in the museum.  PMA 

thematically merchandises at the end of every nearly major exhibition with related art 

books and artist made objects. Closer to the concept of the MOM is the MoMA’s design 

store, a permanent fixture in selling artist designed objects. 



 

At the opening night of the MOM, Sabol was 54 years old and Kron was 39. They 

were housewives as defined by Friedan and their intellect and boredom led to amazing 

amateur productions, in that they were not paid, but the activities were far more 

integrated in the professional world than the typical volunteer busywork of galas and 

luncheons. The committeewomen wore sashes designed by Robert Indiana at the MOM to 

designate them as “sales staff,” as they manned the gallery in order to sell inventory. 

They weren’t playing “dress up” as earlier noted with other local groups of female 

volunteers. Eventually, many of the women of the Arts Council became enfranchised and 

moved on to other endeavors, as professionals. As “alumni,” they became major 

collectors, gallery owners and directors, board members, public relations specialists and 

founders of art institutions.  Helen Drutt English’s Philadelphia gallery enjoyed a national 

reputation for ceramic art. In the case of Janet Kardon, she pursued a master’s degree in 

art history that led her to the directorship of Philadelphia Institute of Contemporary Art 

and later the American Craft Museum (now the Museum of Arts and Design) in New 

York City.   

Sabol toyed with the concept of moving the Arts Council out of the Y, since it 

was autonomous, but never seriously investigated it.15 The University of Pennsylvania 

was an early consideration but she found it also had too many layers of hierarchy. Sabol 

permanently left the YM & YWHA after the Museum of Merchandise.16 For a couple of 

years she simultaneously served on the board of the University of Pennsylvania’s 

Institute of Contemporary Art, but left in protest when the ICA gave a 1965 show to 

Warhol, whom she didn’t see as having merit.17 She had little patience for bureaucracy 

and both women agree that Sabol was the idea person and Kron brought their visions to 



 

fruition. They worked as a team, and separately didn’t have the interest to continue their 

work as curators.18  Sabol doesn’t seem to have done much in the arts since the 1960s and 

when I met her in 2002, she was much more interested in discussing universal ideas of 

spirituality than art. She made it clear she had moved on, disbursed most of her 

collection, and had a philosophy of not looking back but going forward. 

Besides her Arts Council work, Kron was also a dutiful wife supporting her 

husband’s volunteer work on the hospital ship, the S. S. Hope.19 She recalls the anti-

Semitic sting when a Philadelphia Bulletin society editor unfairly gave credit to a 

prominent non-Jewish society matron instead of her. The woman lent her name as a gala 

patron and posed for a photo opportunity but the writer knew Kron organized the 

fundraiser to benefit the ship’s mission. It was held in honor of actress Julie Andrews, 

then starring in Mary Poppins.20 Kron finished out her term as Arts Council chairperson 

but thereafter took a very low profile at the Y, serving on the music committee. About a 

year after the MOM, in a twist of irony, Kron’s only daughter died from a virus while on 

a medical ship full of doctors anchored off the coast of Ceylon.21 Following a divorce, 

Kron moved to New York, married her high school sweetheart, and developed a 

successful writing career at the New York Times, and the New Yorker. She continues to 

write today as an at-large editor for Allure magazine. Her solution for escaping Friedan’s 

“problem that has no name” was to write for the type of magazines (as had Friedan) that 

had contributed to the invention of it. She became an expert on a subject for the new 

liberated woman, also forever young: the facelift. 

In my search for contextual understanding of the activities of the Arts Council, I 

explored the Jewish Exponent for news, features, columns and advertising. The weekly, 



 

while conservative in its art reviews, gave publicity to local and international Jewish 

artists, particularly in shows at the Art Alliance but also at the Art Museum and the 

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. One of Ben Wolf’s columns was dedicated to 

Leo Baskin’s show of his Iliad drawings at PMA in 1963. As pre-event press for a PMA 

show featuring art from the Guggenheim, the Exponent printed a picture of Jewish 

women on the poster (placing) committee, a peripheral involvement for volunteers 

compared to the responsibilities available to women at the Arts Council. The most 

noteworthy exhibition involving Jewish art during the period was a traveling show titled 

Art Israel in 1965.22 Exponent critic Martin Zipin reviewed the show and it is described 

as being juried by Dr. William Seitz, a curator of the Museum of Modern Art. There were 

26 artists accepted out of 700 entrants and the show was accompanied by a catalog. It 

toured 15 cities and had to have been a major event in the Jewish community. American 

supporters likely paid all the expenses for the show. This was a major diplomatic event 

for the new country. Placing its artists in museum settings was paramount to their mission 

of establishing validity of Israel’s modern culture and perhaps opened the door a bit 

wider for Jewish involvement at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

Today the Exponent is a far different publication. The current dimensions of a 

page are about half what it was in the 60s.  It has less international news, and its one 

remaining cultural column always has a Jewish twist and less advertising.  There are far 

more obituaries than wedding and birth announcements. Long gone are the frequent 

formal committee pictures of men and women volunteers and the myriad numbers of 

New Year’s greetings from readers to each other. There is one annual Federation 

fundraising drive but volunteerism is not the well-oiled multi-faceted machine of the 50s 



 

and 60s. The Exponent is not the place to find images of the social elite of the Jewish 

community, who are far more likely to be community leaders, period. The Exponent still 

reflects the concerns of its readers and its ads reflect the current target audience. In a 

recent issue, page two consists of a full-page ad for Weight Watchers featuring its 

celebrity spokeswoman, African American singer Jennifer Hudson. The ad reflects a 

more homogeneous culture and its fixation with obesity, without the ethno-centric 

marketing to the Jewish populace of 60s. Another full-page color ad is for a long-term 

care facility, evidence of the aging readership. The most pressing fundraising effort seen 

in recent issues is for “Operation Birthright,” a program that provides a free trip to Israel 

for any young man or woman of Jewish parentage between the ages of 18-26. Only one 

parent need be Jewish. In the 1960s, the Exponent published articles on escalating 

assimilation and intermarriage. In the current decade, a trip to Israel is seen as the best 

way to connect the next generation to Judaism. Time will tell, maybe through the 

Exponent, if their efforts play out.  

The Arts Council evaluated itself several times, writing histories, lists of 

programs, and suggestions for improvements. In a section of a 1965 report, titled “What 

our handicaps are,” they acknowledged that the word “Hebrew” in the name YM & 

YWHA gave them a parochial image. They were concerned that they “did not adequately 

inform the public of their point of view.” They saw being a volunteer group as 

advantageous and took pride that the paid director was limited to coordinating their 

schedule of programs within the Y and that the ideas were theirs alone. The report 

mentioned that some of them served on prestigious boards of directors. The Art Museum, 

Philadelphia Orchestra, and the Pennsylvania Ballet Company are among those listed. 



 

Further research would need to be done as to who the alumni were and the level of their 

participation on society boards, but it was surely the result of the Arts Council’s outreach 

to the greater community. The last line of their six-page report: “In their spare time most 

of them are housewifes.”[sic].  

In the recognition of women, they didn’t expressly set out to include female artists 

in their projects, but if Sabol and Kron found women whose work they respected, 

invitations were extended. Among female artists included in exhibitions they organized 

were: Vija Celmins, Chryssa, Letty Eisenhauer, Nancy Graves, Marisol, and Louise 

Nevelson. The duo never singled women out as unusual or less than equal to the male 

artists in press releases but did not make it a mission to identify talented female artists for 

inclusion. As women, Sabol and Kron demanded to be recognized as individuals and they 

evolved personae that set them apart from other volunteers of the period, even among 

those at the Y. While most women were still hidden behind their husband’s names, Sabol 

and Kron preferred the socially scandalous monikers of “Mrs. Joan Kron” and “Mrs. 

Audrey Sabol.” Etiquette of the period would suggest that by using their own first names 

they were divorced but they were very much married with children. The feminist term, 

“Ms.” was not yet in use. Eventually, they were known publicly as simply “Joan Kron” 

and “Audrey Sabol” but the word “housewives” usually appeared in any story on them as 

well as the more acceptable “Mrs. Kron” and “Mrs. Sabol.”  

The transformation can be compared over time in Exponent articles. In 1962, 

articles about ART 1963/A New Vocabulary referred to the women as Mrs. Edwin Sabol 

and Mrs. Samuel D. Kron.  However, in the 1967 announcement for the Museum of 

Merchandise, they are described as Audrey Sabol and Joan Kron. The unconventional 



 

nature of their monikers is evident by the continued use of traditional hidden first names 

of volunteer women in the adjacent pre-event photo for a hospital fundraiser (Figure 39). 

In an exhibition themed newspaper for MOM’s opening night, “Women’s Wear Rarely,” 

all the credited Arts Council women, with the exception of Sabol and Kron have hidden 

first names. Sabol and Kron were star producers and the rest of the women were the 

chorus. 

Both Sabol and Kron wrote summation letters to the presidents of the Arts 

Council or the YW & YWHA, a practice that seems to be somewhat traditional for an 

outgoing committee leader. These letters were not sent to Sylvia Ostrow, the Director of 

Cultural Activities, who they viewed as an administrator with no influence, but to the 

president of the Arts Council or to the Y president. Sabol’s letter to the president of the 

Arts Council voiced her frustrations that the council was ghettoized by the city and while 

they were housed at the Y, they should not have to answer to it or contribute to a Jewish 

cultural mission.  Ever the provocateur, she admits she drew a mustache on the lobby 

portrait of Buddy Milgrim, the YM & YMHA’s president.23 In her online biography, 

Kron describes her anger when her request for a desk and a phone as chairman of the Y’s 

Arts Council Y was declined. She was informed that such resources were reserved for 

paid employees.24 Under pressure to schedule a local orchestral group likely associated 

with a Y board member, Kron wrote to Buddy Milgrim and underlined, “The Arts 

Council is not the ladies auxiliary of the YM/YWHA in charge of any and all events that 

come under the loose heading of culture.”25 The Arts Council would not compromise its 

position as an autonomous presenter of the avant-garde and dilute its reputation. As a 



 

group, in their self-assessments and goals, they saw themselves as at odds with the 

institution’s mandate of serving the Jewish Community.  

After Sabol and Kron left, the Fine Arts Committee never again produced an 

exhibition of major importance, and with few exceptions, those that were innovative were 

not initiated from within the group. The sub-committee lost their ingenious leaders but 

the Arts Council concentrated instead on music, theater, and film. Today, the Jewish Film 

Festival is the last vestige of the original Arts Council, more in keeping with the 

institution’s mission, with some of the members of the 60s Arts Council still actively at 

the helm. It is as vigorous as ever, with a clear mandate, but in my observation, the 

gallery curator continues to wrestle with its connection between the Jewish community 

center and the community at large. Since 2004, The Galleries at the Gershman Y has 

again returned to presenting primarily Jewish regional artists and Judaic themed 

exhibitions. In 2000, The Y sold the building to the University of the Arts for a below 

market price in exchange of rent-free access to parts of the building for a period of 15 

years, with a right to renegotiate a term for another 15 years in 2015.  It is plausible that 

within the next few years, the building may no longer house a Jewish institution.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

NOTES 
 


1 Christin J. Mamiya, Pop Art and Consumer Culture (Austin: University of 

Texas, 1992), 132. Sabol and Kron’s companies are sometimes forgotten in references to 
their products as in the case of Mamiya’s book: “…Roy Lichtenstein produced 
dinnerware that was available to the public through mail order and was nationally 
advertised.” 

 
2 Leo Lerman, “The Village Idea,” Mademoiselle (June, 1962): 68-71. Of the 

artists mentioned, Wesselmann was conspicuously omitted in the Y show. 
 
3 Brian O’Doherty “Art: Avant-Garde Revolt: ‘New Realists’ Mock U.S. Mass 

Culture in Exhibition at Sidney Janis Gallery,” New York Times, October 31, 1962. 
 
4 Sidney Tellem, “The New Realists,” Arts 37 (Dec. 1962): 43-44. 
 
5 Barbara Rose, “Dada Then and Now,” Arts International 7 no. 1 (January 1963): 

23-25. Rose defines the work in the Janis show as neo-Dada. Her article eclipsed the 
symposium at MoMA where Selz discarded the neo or new-Dada as an appropriated label 
in favor of “Pop.” 

 
6 Carol Ann Mahsun, Pop Art and the Critics (Anne Arbor: UMI Research Press, 

1987), 10.  
 
7 Peter Selz, “A Symposium on Pop Art,” Arts 37 (Oct.1962-Sep. 1963): 36. 

Critics and art experts on the panel included: Henry Geldzahler; Hilton Kramer; Dore 
Ashton; Leo Steinberg; and Stanley Kunitz. Peter Selz was the moderator. This article is 
a transcript of the event but does not include the audience question and answer period 
that followed the panelists’ papers and discussion. 

 
8 Lawrence Alloway “Six Painters and the Object,” in Six Painters and the Object 

New York: Guggenheim Museum, 1963. 
 
9 a catalog and guide to the exhibit ART 1963A New Vocabulary [sic]. Audrey 

Sabol Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
 
10 Billy Klüver essay, “The New Factualists,” Audrey Sabol papers. 
 
11 Sidney Janis, “On the Theme of the Exhibition,” in New Realists (New York: 

Sidney Janis Gallery, 1962), unpaginated. Janis also mentions in a footnote in his essay: 
“Other titles applied to artists with this point of view: Commonists, New-Dadaists; 
Factualists; Artists of Pop Culture and Popular Realists.” Other words were also floated 
such as “superrealist.” See Lerman, 70. 

 



 


12 Harriet Janis and Rudi Blesh, Collage: Personalities, Concepts, Techniques, 

(Philadelphia: Chilten Company, 1962), 268. 
 
13 Hans-Ulrich Obrist, “Walter Hopps hopps hopps,” Artforum International 34, 

no. 6 (February, 1996): 60. In the introduction to this interview with Hopps, Obrist refers 
to New Paintings of Common Objects as the first museum overview of American Pop art. 
Hopps says he was well aware of the word Pop in English contemporary art but didn’t 
want to use the word for his 1962 show in Pasadena. 

 
14 Jewish Exponent, December 3, 1965.  
 
15 In a letter to Phil Lieder, founding editor of Artforum, October 23 1965, Sabol 

states, “for the record the organization is the ARTS COUNCIL a non-profit group 
momentarily housed at the Y.M.H.A…” Sabol Papers, Archives of American Art, 
Archives of American Art. 

 
16 Sabol interview with Pacini, written transcript, 21. Audrey Sabol papers, 

Archives of American Art. 
 
17 Ibid., 40. 
 
18 One last effort, initiated in 1966, was “Art in the Open” also known as “The 

Billboard Project.” Sabol and Kron wanted to produce a public art experience consisting 
of several billboards along I-95 or another regional corridor. Kron sent a letter on Arts 
Council stationery to the White House offering the first lady the position as honorary 
chairman (the offer was soundly declined). Sabol got to the point of producing a full size 
Lichtenstein Sunset street level billboard in her driveway in November of 1967.  The 
artist and billboard company services were donated in kind. Sabol and Kron got publicity, 
including a radio interview with Roy Lichtenstein, Evan Turner, and Robert Venturi as 
participants. The project was stymied by opposition from city planner Edmund Bacon 
and others and did not come to fruition. Once again they were at the conceptual forefront 
in the development of artist billboard projects. “Art in the Open” began with a connection 
to the Arts Council but appears to have spun off as a Sabol and Kron independent project. 

 
19 “2 Sign Aboard Hope For Mission in Ceylon,” Philadelphia Bulletin, June 4, 

1968. Dr. Samuel Kron, a surgeon at Pennsylvania Hospital, volunteered for missions to 
Ecuador (1964), Nicaragua (1966), and Ceylon (1968). 

 
20 Kron discussion, December 2011. Kron’s papers include a sheet of official 

Disney “Mary Poppins” stationery. 
 
21 “Phila. Girl, 16, Dies in Ceylon in Project Hope,” Philadelphia Bulletin, July 

23, 1968. 
 



 


22 “Jewish Exponent, October 15, 1964 and Stuart Preston, “Art: Israeli Show 

Depicts New National School,” New York Times December 8, 1964. 
 
23 Sabol to Phyllis Yusem, Audrey Sabol Papers, Archives of American Art,  

Smithsonian Institution. 
 

24 http://www.facelift.com/index.html 
 
25 Undated draft letter to Buddy Milgrim, Joan Kron papers, Archives of 

American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
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Figure 1. (top) Allan Kaprow Chicken Happening 1962 Young Men’s and Women’s 
Hebrew Association. Source: Research Library, The Getty Research Institute. 
 
Figure 2. (bottom) Allan Kaprow Chicken Happening 1962 Young Men’s and Women’s 
Hebrew Association. Source:  Allan Kaprow, Assemblage, Environments & 
Happenings New York: Abrams, 1966. 




 

Figure 3. (top) Roy Lichtenstein Live Ammo (Tzing!) 1962 oil on canvas 68” x 56 “ 
private collection Source: Artstor. 
 
Figure 4. (bottom) Jim Dine Red Bandana 1961 oil on canvas 62” x 54” private 
collection Source: Artstor. 



 

Figure 5. (top) Jasper Johns  
The Critic Sees,1961  
Sculp-metal over plaster with glass 
3” x 6 ½” x 2 ¼” 
collection of Stephen and Alexandra 
Cohen. Source: Judith Goldman, Robert 
& Ethel Scull: Portrait of a Collection 
New York: Acquavella, 2010. 
 
Figure 6. (bottom) Jasper Johns  
Slow Field 1962 oil on canvas 
 72 “x 36”  
Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden 
Source:  Artstor. 



 

Figure 7. (top) Robert 
Rauschenberg Black Market 1961  
mixed media  
60” x 50”  
Museum Ludwig, Cologne 
Source: Artstor. 
 
Figure 8. (bottom) George Segal 
studio visit October,1962.  
Left to right: Elaine Stanton 
(seated) next to Segal’s Lovers 
on a Bench, George Segal, Acey 
Wolgin, Audrey Sabol.  
Source: Joan Kron Papers, 
Archives of American Art 
Smithsonian Institution.  



 

Figure 9. (top) James 
Rosenquist, In the Red (formerly 
Photoflash Dad and Bandaid 
Mom) 1962 oil on canvas 66” x 
78”  
Source: Artstor 
 
Figure 10. (bottom) Marisol Ruth 
1962 The Rose Art Museum, 
Brandeis University 66”h. 




 

Figure 11. (left to Right) Robert Watts, Elaine Stanton, Joan Kron and Fine Arts 
committee members.  Opening Reception Art 1963/A New Vocabulary October 24, 
1962.  
Joan Kron Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 



 

Figure 12. Left to Right: Audrey Sabol, Sam Maitin, Niki de Saint Phalle, Jean 
Tinguely, Acey Wolgin, Joan Kron.  Closing reception, November 7, 1962.  
Source: Joan Kron Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 



 

Figure 13. Opening Reception, October 24, 1962.  (Left to Right): Robert Watts,  
“Billy” Kluver, Patty Mucha, Claes Oldenberg, Joan Kron, Elaine Stanton. Artwork: 
(Foreground): Lovers on a Bench (formerly First Anniversary Portrait) by George 
Segal (Background): Live Ammo (Tzing!) by Roy Lichtenstein, Ladder by George 
Brecht, Brecht, Success Plant by Claes Oldenburg. 
Source: Joan Kron Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
 



 

Figure 14. ART 1963/A New Vocabulary installation view. Clockwise from center 
foreground: Lovers on a Bench (formerly First Anniversary Portrait) by George Segal, 
Safe by Robert Watts. Star Chief by Robert Watts, Giant Pair Blue Pair of Pants by 
Claes Oldenburg, Hammer History by Jim Dine, Electric Cord by Roy Lichtenstein, 
Ruth by Marisol, Stamp Machine by Robert Watts, Mutascope by Robert Breer,  
Radio Drawing by Jean Tinguely, Mailbox with Chrome Letter by Robert Watts.  
Source: Joan Kron Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 






 

Figure 15. (top) “traded-calm 
for torment: $15.00” Jewish 
Family Service ad Jewish 
Exponent January 10, 1964 
 
Figure 16. (bottom)  “City Boy” 
Jewish Family Service ad 
Jewish Exponent July 9, 1965 



 

Figure 17. (top)  
“Jet-Flight Theme”  
Jewish Exponent  
January 23, 1959 
 
 
Figure 18. (bottom)  
“As They Would Have 
Been 50 Years ago”  
Jewish Exponent  
January 28, 1966. 



 

Figure 19. (left) Slenderette ad  
Jewish Exponent  
January 6, 1959 
 
Figure 20. (right) Metrecal ad  
Jewish Exponent  
January 17, 1964 



 

Figure 21. (left) “Miss Press Photographer”  
Jewish Exponent  
February 2, 1962 
 
Figure 22. (right) “Teen Turns Bunny”  
Jewish Exponent  
April 22, 1966 





 

Figure 23. (top)  
Mardi Bra ad Jewish 
Exponent  
January 10, 1964. 
 
Figure 24. (bottom)  
Double Exposure Jezebel 
Bra ad 
Jewish Exponent  
April 22, 1966. 



 

Figure 25. (top)  
“Be a Four Star Housewife” 
Jewish Exponent  
January 23, 1959  
 
Figure 26. (bottom) 
Fleischmann’s Margarine ad 
Jewish Exponent  
January 26, 1962 



 

Figure 28. (bottom) 
 “Holidays start with good eating!”  
Jewish Exponent  
August 6, 1965. 
 
Figure 27. (top)  
“that’s right!” ad  
Jewish Exponent  
October 26, 1962. 
 



 

Figure 29. Cedarbrook Hill II ad  
Jewish Exponent  
September 16, 1966. 



 

Figure 30. Ben Wolf, art critic Jewish Exponent, March 9, 1962. 



 

Figure 31. (top)  
“1962 Allied Jewish Appeal” 
Committees by profession 
Jewish Exponent January 10, 1962 
 
Figure 32. (bottom) 
 “Women Process Mail” 
Jewish Exponent January 14, 1966. 



 

Figure 33. (top)  
“Mrs. Ostrow Heads ‘Y” Cultural Activities” 
Jewish Exponent   
January 1, 1961 
 
Figure 34. (bottom) 
 “Y” Art Council Head”  
Jewish Exponent  
May 20, 1966. 



 



Figure 35. (top) Joan Kron holding a 
Beautiful Bag at ICA’s Andy Warhol 
Exhibition, 1965.  
Source: Joan Kron. 
 
Figure 36. (bottom)  
Joan Kron and Audrey Sabol holding EAT 
pin with Beautiful Bags on couch, photo 
taken for New York Times “2 Housewives 
Form ‘Almost a Cartel” article, 1965.  
Source: Joan Kron Papers. Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 




 

Figure 37. Invitation to grand opening of the American Supermarket 
exhibition, Bianchini Gallery, 1964.  
Source: Christoph Grunenberg and Max Hollein, eds.  
Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture Frankfurt: Hatje Cantz, 
2002. 



 

Figure 38. Museum of Merchandise invitation/poster 
Source: Constance W. Glenn, The Great American Pop Art Store:  Multiples of 
the Sixties. Santa Monica: Smart Art Press, 1997. 



 



Figure 39. Comparison of women’s names in two contiguous 
articles about female volunteers in the Jewish community.  
Jewish Exponent  May 5, 1967. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

INVENTORY LIST1

 
   ART 1963/A New Vocabulary 
      October 22-November 1962 

 
George Brecht 
Chain Lock; Colgate’s Tooth Paste; Exit; Hershey’s Kiss; Keyhole; Ladder; Lucky 
Strike; 
Play Incident; “Q” Clock; Smith Brothers Cough Drops; Table and Chairs;  
Telegram Blank; Tennis Ball; Thank you-Call Again; White Sign 
 
Robert Breer 
Blazes; (3 minute movie); Mutascope; Standing Mutascope (For John Cage) 
 
Jim Dine 
Hammer History; Silver Propeller; Small Black Tie; The Red Bandanna 
 
Jasper Johns 
The Critic Sees; Slow Field 
 
Allan Kaprow 
Paintings; Chicken Happening  
 
Roy Lichtenstein 
Electric Cord, Zipper; From the Live Ammo Series: Tzing! [Bwee]  
 
Marisol 
Ruth 
 
Claes Oldenburg 
Hotdogs; Ice Cream Sundaes; Pancakes; Success Plant; Giant Blue Pair of Pants 
 
Robert Rauschenberg 
Black Market 
 
James Rosenquist 
Bandaid Mom and Photoflash Dad (retitled In The Red) 
 
George Segal 
First Wedding Anniversary Portrait (retitled Lovers on a Bench) 
 
Jean Tinguely 
Metamatic; Radio Drawing 
 



 

Robert Watts 
Checkers (with live goldfish); Star Chief; Safe; Stamp Machine with stamps 
Mailbox with Chrome Letter 
 
 

1 Inventory lists were derived through several sources; the most comprehensive were the 
Audrey Sabol papers at the Archives of American Art at the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D.C. Other sources include newspaper and journal articles, private archives, 
photographs of the exhibitions, and libraries. Titles may have changed over time. 
Descriptions are given when a title was not mentioned in sources such as newspaper 
articles. 



 

APPENDIX B 
 

INVENTORY LIST1

 
Museum of Merchandise 

May 10-May28, 1967 
 

Bill Accorsi 
Love-seat 
 
Bill Allan 
Lead rug 
 
Stephen Antonakos 
Artificial flowers; Dreamy pillowcases; Neon bridal bouquet 
 
Richard Anuszkiewicz 
Carpet Cube (manufactured by Lees carpets); Coasters 
 
Billy Apple 
Odd lamp 
 
Arman 
Plexiglas litter basket 
 
Robert Arneson 
Roses 
 
Clayton Bailey 
Buttons with “Rubberman” written on them, Sponge Cake dish sponges, electric rocks 
and boulders, Rubber teapot and tea caddy, Rubber ties with stripes, warts, lumps 
 
Billy Al Bengston 
Motorcycle jackets inspired by jockey silks 
 
Robert Breer 
Moving paperweight 
 
Christo  
Storefront, Wedding Dress 
 
Barbara Cohen 
Large wooden chair 
 
Allan D’Arcangelo 
Road Runner, Stool chairs 



 

 
Jim Dine 
Shoes (with Capezio) 
 
Dean Fleming 
Hand-painted Volkswagen bus (with Keenan Motors called “mobile art) 
Parallelogram table (with Metalstand Co.) 
 
Ian Fleminger 
Man-shaped plastic chaise, profile pillows 
 
Peter Forakis 
Cabana 
 
Robert Filliou and Scott Hyde  
Clock with Familiar Hands 
 
Herb Gesner 
Clothes 
 
John Giorno 
Records 
 
Milton Glaser 
Coasters made by Scaraboeus 
Small toy 
 
Nancy Graves 
Camel rug, rubber clothes 
 
Red Grooms 
Toy shows 
 
Mimi Gross  
Artificial Flowers, bird cage 
 
Paul Harris 
Clothes 
 
Lloyd Hamrol 
Variable ledge 
 
Bici Hendricks 
Moving Haikus, Punctuation cards, Writing paper, Word works 
 
 



 

Dick Higgins  
Do you Believe Me? silver cedilla box 
 
June Hildebrand 
Paper kitchen utensils, small kitchen cabinet, vinyl neck tie 
 
Robert Indiana 
Love ring, EAT pin, sashes for Salesladies 
 
Will Insley 
Two 8’6” measuring sticks for a 6 ‘ man 
 
Allan Kaprow 
How to Make a Happening record 
 
Lila Katzen 
Table lamp 
 
Ya Yoi Kusama 
Custom-made clothes 
 
Les Levine  
Edible candy art (with Letty Lane Candy Company); Wedges (the disposable 
experience); White Foam, a disposable place; Xerox clothes 
 
Susan Lewis 
Transparent tables 
 
Roy Lichtenstein 
Durable Dishes (with Jackson China Company)  6 piece place settings 
 
Jean Linder 
Transparent plastic canopy bed 
 
Marisol 
Self-portrait ring 
 
Marcia Marcus and Nancy Graves 
Waterproof head coverings (swim caps) 
 
Mass Art (Phil Orenstein) 
Inflatable chairs, plastic pillows 
 
Pete McLanahan 
Lit-sits and stands (3 piece set) 
 



 

Jim McWilliams 
Buttons, ties 
 
Clement Meadmore 
Chair 
 
James Melchert 
Pool toy 
 
Ray Mortenson 
Bare-bulb light fixture, Thermometer floor lamp 
 
Robert O’Dowd 
Game and small objects 
 
Chrystsya Olenska 
Chandelier and sconces, hand mirrors, jewelry box, mirror, shoes, papier maché jewelry 
 
Phil Orenstein 
Inflatable clothes 
 
Eric Orr 
Playground sculpture 
 
Michael Oster 
Clothes, A Delicacy 
 
Michelangelo Pistoletto 
Mirror (?) or table 
 
Robert Rauschenberg 
Bathroom tiles, conscience cards 
 
Steve Reich 
Music to Buy by, specially composed “Muzak” 
 
Karl Rosenberg 
Florescent marbleizing wall paper, posters 
 
James Rosenquist 
Small Doorstop 
 
Chuck Ross 
Prism glasses 
 
 



 

Ed Ruscha 
Books 
 
Ruth Sansegundo 
Jewelry 
 
Jason Seley 
Ashtray, mirror and hat-rack combination 
 
Richard Serra 
Rubber Dressing Room 
 
Zebada Sloane 
5 sided cube perch 
 
Betty Thompson 
Paper tiles, paper rugs 
 
Frank Viner 
All weather boa, plastic hula skirt with top, plastic strip cover up, weather-proof paper 
table (with Mead Paper Company) 
 
Andy Warhol 
You’re In/ Eau d’Andy perfume in silver Coca-cola bottles 
 
Robert Watts 
Egg crate jewelry boxes, fireplace, placemats 
 
William T. Wiley 
Enigmatic napkins, Slant Step 
 
Wes Wilson  
Painted body stockings (with Warner’s company) 
 
Phyllis Yampolsky and Herb Gesner 
Belt, helmet, sunglasses 
 
Larry Zox 
Sailboat with hand-painted sail made by Ratsey and Lapthorn 
 

1 Inventory lists were derived through several sources; the most comprehensive were the 
Audrey Sabol papers at the Archives of American Art at the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D.C. Other sources include newspaper and journal articles, private archives, 
photographs of the exhibitions, and libraries. Titles may have changed over time. 



 


Descriptions are given when a title was not mentioned in sources such as newspaper 
articles. 
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